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ABSTRACT

This'report describes the spectrum resource assessment of the 1710-1850 MHz
band. The Phase I Report [Hurt and ·Crand~ll, 1980] provided information on
frequency alloqations, technical standards, spectrum usage, and identification of
key spectrum management issues. The key problem areas identified were the
'sharing between fixed and aeronautical mobile services, coordination of earth
stations, accommodation of the Packet Radio System and congestion of-certain
geographic areas in the Continental U.S. This report examines these potential
problems and identifies improvements to the current spectrum management process
to assure the efficient use of the limited av'ailable spectrum.
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SECTION 1

INTRODUCTION

BACKGRQ1JND

The National Telecommunications and Information Administration (NTIA) is
responsible for managing the radio spectrum allocated to the U.S. -Federal
Government. Part of NTlA 's responsibility is to: " •'••• establish policies
concerning spectrum assignment, allocation and use, and p~ovide the various
Departments and agencies with guidance to assure that their conduct of
telecommunications activities is consistent with these policies" [Department of
Commerce, 1978]. In support of these requirements, NTlA has undertaken a number
of spectrum resource assessments. The objectives of these studies are: to assess
spectrum utilization, identify existing' and/or potential compatibility problems
between systems of various departments and agencieS, provide recommendations for
resolving any compatibility conflicts, and recommend changes to improve spectrum
management, procedures.

The band 1710-1850 MHz i~ currently allocated nationally as a Government band
for the Fixed and Mobile Services on a primary basis and by footnote G42, in
portions of it, for Earth-to-space satellite control systems on a co-equal basis.
In the past, the moderate number of assignments, in the band allowed the needs of
most agencies to be accommodated without signifipant compatibility problems or
restrictions on use. Moreover, the limited number of systems allowed the'
frequency assignment process within the Interdepartment Radio Advisory Committee.
(IRAC) to proceed with relatively straight forward management techniques.

Recent activities within the IRAC forum, particularly, through the system
review pro~ess, indicate that significant growth in band usage is likely. More
importantly, the wide variety of systems being proposed for the band
significantly complicates the frequency management procedures. The diverse
nature, of these systems and their various degrees of incompatibility indicated a
need for an overall study of this band.

The following multiphase approach to this task has been taken:

Phase I: This phase involved the identification of the existing and
planned systems in the band, dete:rmination of available technical and
operational data for each system, identification of the potential
interactions between systems, and the generation of a plan leading to an
overall assessment of the band's sharing potential. Phase I was
completed and a report was published [Hurt and Crandall, 1980].

~Rectrum Resource Assessment (SRA1: This final phase of the study
provides a detailed examination of the key issues identified in the
Phase I portion. A quantitative evaluation of the potential problems is
provided along with specific recommendations for change in spectrum
management regulations at:ld procedures to better utilize the band.
Potentially congest.ed areas of the country are examined to identify
trends and specific regional problems as they pertain to this band.
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OBJECTIVES

To provide a technical basis fordevelo'pment of spectrum plans and policies,
the following objectives are identified for this SRA.

1. Review and document the enar-acter-Let t ce and deployment of existing and
proposed syst.ems , including those which may be develo.ped as a result of the 1979
World Administrative Radio Conference (WARe)" within the 1710-1850 MHz band.

2. Review the compatibility analyses
band made :byother agencies and those analyses
rev iewpriGce·ss .

of syst.ems within the 1710-1850 MHz
made in support of the system

3. Identify and document the potential problem areas (including band-edge
problems with systems in adjacent bands) which may have an impact on efficient
use of the spectrum, and also evaluate the electromagnetic co.mpatibility among
existing and proposed systems.

4. Identify and outline specific problem ar-eas, if any, which require
addit'ionalmeasurement and/or analysis.

5. Identify
practices in the
utilization.

APPRQACH

the
band

various al~ernatives

and their potential
relating to the spectrum management
impact, if adopted, on spectrum

The Phase I portion of this study [Hurt and Crandall, 1980] identified a.
number of areas where further investigation was necessary. For purposes of this
report, these are grouped into four general categories:

a. S~aring between Fixed and Aeronautical Mobile Services

b. Coordination of earth stations

c. Accommodation of the Packet Radio system.

d. Examination of congested geographic areas

The sharing of the 1710-1850 MHz band between the Fixed and Mobile Services
has resulted in a number of spectrum management conflicts. Rather than
undertaking a detailed compatibility analysis, based on specifio equipment types,

,the investigation of these conflicts primarily addressed spectrum management
alternatives thatm.ay improve sharing among these eer-vfcee .. Three aspects of
sharing between the Fixed and Mobile Services were examined: (l) technical, (2)
spectrum planning , and (3) f'r-equenoy assignment. In tbe technical areas the
present standards which apply to the band were reviewed and possible shortcomings
discussed. Alternative standards, definitions, and principles were examined and
recommendations offered. Under the spectrum planning heading, the various
functions and radiocommunication techniques used in the band were examined and
alternative approaches reviewed. The application of a channel plan for the band
was a.lso examined. Potential improvements in the frequency assignment process
that were examined include development of frequency coordination procedures and
upgraded data requirements for the Government Master File.

2



Space operations including telemetry, tracking and command functions are
accommodated in the' 1761-1842 MHz band on a coequal basis with t~e Fixed and
Mobile Services (footnote G42). Techniques. for coordtnat ton between these
services were examined and recommendations offered.

An exami.nat.Lon of the Packet Radio system' has belen completed by Crandall
[1980] which identified separation criteria required to avoid interference to
other systems. These criteria were further examined .in this report to evaluate
the overall impact of the Packet Radio' on the 1710-1850 MHz band environment.
Several hypothetical deployments were examined.

The Phase I report suggested that certain regions of the country are more
congested than the nation as a whole and dese~rve special study .. These areas were
defined and examined to identify a.ssignment trends, special regional problems,
and possible techniques to minimize compatibility issues.
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SECTION 2

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

An examination has been completed of the, 1710-1850 MHz band wit n regards to
technical standards, procedures, compatibility issues, and overall spectrum
planning. Based on this study the following conclusi~ns and recommendations are
dr-awn,

The "110-1850 MHz band was not found to be currently saturated; the various
agency needs are 'being accommodated, as the requirements arise, following
existing speotrum management procedures. However, the majority of stations in
this band. are located within a few regions of the country including the Pacific,
Northwest, the Southwest, the Northeast coastal, Gulf and Tertnessee Valley
Authority (TVA) regions. The growth in the number of assignments in this band,
~specially in these regions, is expected to continue. In order for NTIA to
effectively assure that the band will be able to accommodate the various' future
Federal 'agency radiocommunication needs, improvements in. the regulations an.d
procedures for this band are necessary. If such changes are to be effective,
they must be adopted well in advance of band saturation rather than after the
,fact., The following conclusions identify specific areas where such changes', would
be ,effective.

SPECIFIC CONCLUSIONS

1) Technical Standards, Several changes to technical standards and
definitions which apply to this band would, if adopted, improve manag~nient of the
Fixed and Aeronautical Mobile Services as follows:

a. An improvement in the frequency tolerance requirement for transmitters
with a necessary bandwidth of 2 MHz or less from the present 10 ppm
would improve sharing among these systems. The required
carrier-to-interference protection ratio for cochanneloperation would
be reduced up to 7 dB by this change thus enhanoing sharing. This
tolerance value is commercially available from most, if not all, present
equipment manufacturers.

b. The present arrt enna specifications for Fixed systems in this band
effectively require the use ofa 1.2 meter diameter antenna or larger.
Increasing this requirement to a minimum of 1.8 meter in diam'eterfor
congested regions of the country would resul t in" a theoretical
improvment of up to 7 dB in sharing potential.

c. A clear and consistent approach in specifying the necessary and occupied
bandwidths for frequency modul.ated (FM) systems. In particular, methods
for calculating the neceasar-y bandwidt.h for FM video, telemetry,
telecommand, and data systems must be established. The Technical
Subcommittee of 'the IRACwould be an appropriate fo~um for examining
this issue. The occu'pt;edbandwidthofanemission is more usefulwh·en
expressed in t'e:rmsof t.ne ldB 'banawidt·lt. Fu'rtn,er study is necessarv to
establish this relationship fo:r eacn ofvariollsFMemlssion cl aases ,
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When the specific relationship is not known, th,e-26 dB bandwidth can be
used to approximate the occupied bandwidth as per CCIR Recommendation
4,43-1 (CCrR" 1978b).

d. The operation of systems in the 1710-1850 MHz. band which are permanently
fixed· tuned at the factory with no pr-ovf.aton for use of al ternative
frequencies impedes good spectrum management practices. A requirement
that all operational systems in this band prov:ide some minimal frequency
selection capability, by crystal replacement or other means, would
enhance the effective management of the band.

e. The standards for the Fixed Service in the NT!A Manual require that the
receiver -3 dB bandwidth be "commensurate" with the associated
transmitter authorized bandwidth. This requirement is ambiguous and
ineffective. Expanding this specification to state that the receiver -3
dB bandwidth shall be at ~ twice the associated transmitter
authorized bandwidth would be both achievable and enforceable, and would
foster good spectrum management.

2) S'ystem Planning.. Beneficial changes in system planning t.hat were
identifi~d in thi~ study are as follows:

a. The operation of low capacity fixed links (2-12 channel) in this band
leads to inefficient use of the spectrum because of the limited
oommer-o i at availability of r-eceiver-s with bandwidths commensurate with
the resultant narrowband emissions. The operation of these narrowband
systems in other frequency bands :, where narrowband receivers are
available, would be desirable from a spectrum utilization standpoint.
The receiver specification discussed above (1.e.) would be an effective
enforcement mechanism to prevent the use of these non-commensur-at.e
systems.

b. The operation of air-to-ground telemetry links in the same band as fixed
microwave links leads to potential problems because of the large
distance separations required for compatible cochannel operation (up to
400 km). Other ·bands are available which have been specifically
designated for use by flight testing and aeronautical telemetry,
including 1435-1535, 2200-2290 and 2310-2390 MHz. Further development
or assignment of flight testing telemetry stations in the 1710-1850 MHz
band would appear to be neither necessary nor i.n the interest of good
spectrum management. For similar reasons, airborne telecommand
functions would be better accommodated in the 1427-1435 MHz band.

c. The development and widespread use of an airborne spread spectrum system
in the 1710-1850 MHz band would have a major impact on existing
assignments. The large distance separation required with existing
assignments, inability to time share, and unavoidable cochannel
operation lead's to the inability of the band to accommodate this type of
operation except under very isolat43d test conditions. Coordination of
specific flight paths on a case-by-case basis and a non-interference
status would appear necessary to accommodate this type of operation.

d. A channel plan has been
lead to more efficient

developed
utilization

5
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narrowband and wideband systems into distinct portions of the band and
LdentLf'Les specific center frequenci.:sand frequency pairs ror use. A
detailed rationale supporting the adopt Lon of this plan is provided in
the text.

e. A standard format for reporting' technical justification of proposed
frequency diversity links has been developed in an attempt to assist the
decision making process for approval of frequency diversity when
nec,essary •

~) :e':':' AssignmeI1~.. Several changes in the frequency assignment
process have ih)reet1 identified which would improve spectrum utLl f.zat.Lon as follows:

a. Improv~ments in the Government Master- File (GMF) , have been identified
which would assist in more effective management of the band including:
'" adding modulation pa.rameters for- FM systems (such as maximum.
mOdulating frequency and peak devia.tion) to the GMF transmitter
n.omel1clature field in the same manner as pulse parameters are currently
Lnc l uded for radars, 2 ) requiring maximum a1ti tude data for all aircraft
stations similar to the method currently required for mobile earth
stations, and 3) providing a mechanism to distinguish experimental
stations according to the specific application such as Fixed, Land
Mobile, Aeronautical Mobile, etc.

b. The coordination of proposed fixed and mobile frequency assignments in
the 1710-1850 MHz band has, sometimes, been based on worst-case decision.
processes.. For fixed microwave syst'ems, the Electronic Industries
Association (EIA) in its Bulletin No. 10-C has developed detailed"
interference coordination criteria a.nd procedures to assure, compatiDI~

operation. Those procedures are widely accepted b.y microwave users and
would prove useful if recognized in the NTIA Manual as an acceptable
procedure for Federal Government users. An automated version of
Bulletin No. 10-C has been developed as part of this study as described
in Appendix A. This model for fixed microwave systems is useful by both
spectrum analysts and agency frequency managers for investigating
interference situations. Further study is necessary to establish a
standardized criterion for interactions involving mobile systems.

c. The NTIA Manual identifies a number of frequency assignment principles
which help promote effective spectrum management. Two additional
principles are often applied but are not explicitly stated in the NTIA
Manual as follows: 1) Within a given system or network, frequencies
should be re-used to the maximum extent possible, and 2) a station
should be designed so that the necessary bandwidth results in maximum
efficiency in the use of the spectrum. Incorporation and emphasis of
these principles into the NTIA Manual would help encourage efficient
spectrum management.

4) SDace Ooerations. Based on the analysis given herein, tne existing EIRP
limitations on terrestrial stations pr-ovide adequate pr-otection to present
Earth-to-space links in this band; no additional a.ntenna or pointing angle
restrictions are necessary. Use of the channel plan for terrestrial systems, as
discussed in Section 4, would add further protection to these space functions.
Earth station transmitters are currently employed in this band at fou~ locations
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within the US&P. Because of the high power, high· antenna gain, and multiple
channel operation of these earth stations, significant distance separations with
terrestrial stations are required. Procedures are given in Section 4 which help
to minimize those required distance separations~

5) Packet Radio, A communication ,system which employs spread spectrum and
packet switching techniques is being developed for use in this band. Presently,
there are two Packet Radio systems which differ in a number of ways including
emission bandwidth. The Experimental Packet Radio' (EPR) utilizes a 20 MHz
portion of this band whereas the Upgraded Packet Radio (UPR) occupies the. entire
1710-1850 MHz band. Theoretical sharing criteria necessary to assure
compatibility with other band users have been developed for both systems.
Measurements to support these criteria have not been performed. It is found,
herein, that the impact on the band is highly dependent on the nature of the
planned operational deployments. If deployed in a checkerboard manner with
repeaters levery 32 km across the nation, ei t.ner system cannot be accommodated in
this band as proposed. Similarly, if extensive airborne use is planned,'
compatible operation could only be achieved by significant flight restrictions,
coordination of flights on a case-by-case basis and authorization only on a
non-interference basis. Amodest land mobile deployment., such as locally. around
U.S. military bases, could be accommodated but would require reassignment of a
limited number of existing assignments. Accommodation of this Packet'Radio
System would be greatly enhanced if all operational UPR systems were provided
with a narrowband (i.e., 20 MHz) mode, in addition to the planned wi~eband

(140 MHz) . mode, for assignment fleXibility required in congested environments.
It is found that a system review has not addressed the planned airborne
deployment of the EPR. In addition the GMF does not reflect present testing·
sites of the EPR (namely Fort Bragg) and lists the EPR at locations where it is
not presently deployed (namely, Washi.ngton, D.G., San Diego and Los Angeles, CA).·
ALso, a stage 1 (planning stage) application to the SPS for the planned LCPR ha~

not been submitted.

6) Congested Area~ An examination of the assignments to this band showed
that the majority are concentrated into five regions of the country which can be
described in general terms, as follows: Pacific Northwest, Gulf Coast, Tennessee
Valley' Authority area, Northeast, and Southwest. In the first four of these
designated areas, the use of good spectrum management, as described in this
report, would allow the accommodation of future Federal agency near-term and
intermediate-term radiocommunications needs. In addi~~ion, several measures were
identified to improve the present frequency management process. In the Southwest
region, the intermixing of the various fixed, mobile, and space functions results
in complex frequency management problems. Of particular concern are the many
wideband airborne systems. Within this overall southwest region, six ,specific
"hotspots'" were identified. Proposed assignments wit.hf.n 250 kilometers of these
locations should be examined on a case-by-case basis to assure compatible
operation.

7) RSMS Measurements, Additional study of increased sharing by time
scheduling among intermittent airborne operations should be undertaken. The
benefits of such sharing would be more efficient use of the spectrum and making
available additional speotrum for other users. Measurements of this band,
conducted by the NTIA Radio Spectrum Measurement System at a congested location
(such as Point Mugu, CA) would provide key input to t.hf.s study.

7



BEGQMMt:NDATIONS

Based on the conclusions drawn
recommended. For numbers 1, 3, 4, 6
provided in Section 4 of the text.

from this study, the following are
and 7 be-low, specific proposed wording is

1. The Technical Subcommittee of the IRAC should consider adoption of the
following recommendations for inclusion 'into the NTIA Manual.

a. Tlbe f~equency tolerance requirement
bandwidths of less than or equal to
('see page 34).

for transmitters in this band with
2 MHz should be improved to 10 ppm

b. Tbs antenna standards for fixed stations in this band should be improved
to r-equi.r-e a minimum of a 1.8 meter (6 foot) diameter antenna when
located in conges.ted areas (see page 37). r

c. The current standard for Fixed Service receivers should be improved to
li.mit the receiver bandwidth to twice the authorized emission bandwidth
(see page 48).

d. Additional study should be undertaken
necessary bandwidth for FM video
s;ystems.

to develop methods for calculating
telemetry, telecommand, and data

e. Addi t Lonal studies should be undertaken to establish the relationship
between the occupied bandwidth and the X dB bandwidth for those emission
classes not currently established. Until such studies are completed,·
the 26 dB bandwidth ~hould be' used to approximate the occupied, bandwidth
as per CCIR Recommendation 443-1~

f. Future systems designed for operation in the 1710-1850 MHz
include some minimal frequency selection capability,
replacement or otherwise (see page 41).

band
by

should
crystal

2. The use of low-capacity (2-12 channel) fixed links should be avoided in
the band unless appropriate narrowband receivers are used.

3. Further "development and assignment of
telecommand functions in the Aeronautical Mobile
avoided (see page 58).

frequencies to telemetry and
Service in this band should be

4. A channel plan should be adopted for the band to improve efficient
utilization of the band (see page 75).

5. Improvements should be made to the GMF to assist in more effectively
managing the band Includ.Ing a) ad.ding modulation parameters for FM stations,
b) requiring maximum altitude data for all aircraft stations, c) expanding the
station class symbols for exper-tmentat stations to indicate tne specific
application such as fixed", aeronautical mobile, land mobile, etc., and d)
providing a standard format for reporting technical Justification of frequency
diversity links.
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6. The procedures given in EIA Bulletin 10-C should be considered for
adoption by the Federa~ Government for coordinating fixed microwave links. A
similar procedure appropriate for mobile stations should be developed (see page
85) .

7. Tw'o additional frequency assignment ~rinciples should be considered for
adoption in the NTIA Manual to help promote efficient spectrum management as
follows: a) within a given system or network, frequencies should be re-used to
the maximum extent possible and b) a station should use the lowest value of
necessary bandwidth that results in the most efficient use of the spectrum (see
pages 81 and 82).

8. The procedures discussed in Section 4 should be used when siting fixed
microwave systems in the vicinity of earth station transmitters.

9. Any operational use of the Upgraded Packet Radio should be limited to
Fixed and/or Land Mobile applications. Operational systems should be designed'
with a narrowband mod~ (20 MHz) for flexibility in congested environments.

10. An EMC measurement program should be undertaken to determine,
experimentally, the impact of the Packet Radio transmitters on the extsting
environment .. Measurement results not only would determine better sharing
criteria for the packet radios' but would assist in the refinement of interference
prediction techniques used for spread spectrum and packet switching systems. ~

11. The EPR should be referred to the SPS for review to address planned
airborne' deployments and location changes of test sites.

12. The LCPR should be referred to the SPS for stage
review.

(planning stage).

13. Proposed systems to be located within 250 kilometers of the six
"hotspots" identified in Section 7 should be examined on a case-by-case basis to
assure compatible operation.

14. Federal agencies, when reviewing their frequency assignments should
obtain a link plot of their systems and put more emphasis on detecting erroneous
data in the GMF.

15. The definitions of the station class parameter should be clarified to
reduce ambiguous entries in the GMF.

16. ~1easurements should be conducted by the RSMS Van at Point Mugu,
California of the 1710-1850 MHz band to esta.blish representative spectrum usage
of intermittent airborne transmissions.

9



SECTION 3

SUMMARY OF BACKGRO:{JND STUDY

As a preliminary part of this overall .spectrum resource assessment, a
background and .st.udy defini tion phase was undertaken and a report was published
(Hurt and Crandall, 1980). That report'documented the frequency allocation rules
and regulations which apply to the band and summarized the spectrum usage trends.
Additionally"a prel iminary examination of potential spectrum management problems
was under'taken to identify areas where further detailed study was deemed
neceasary , This section provides a summary of that report.

Th.e eurir·e.nt national and international frequency allocation table for this
band is a.ivan 1n TABLE 3-1. As seen, the fixed and mobile services as well as
certain space operation functions (Earth-to-space) coequally share the band on a
primary ba.sis, nationally.

TABLE 3-2 is the international frequency allocation table as adopted in the
Final 'Acts of the 1979 World Administrative Radio Conference. The indicated
changes were U.S.-sponsored to provide further international protection to
existing U.S. space systems.

TABLES 3-3 and 3-4 summarize the major systems operating in the band -al.ong
with typical parameters. A pictorial representation of these systems is given in
Figure 3~·1. A short synopsis is given below of the major systems in the band
which are important from a spectrum management standpoint.

Sgace Sy:;atems, The major space system in the band is the Air Force
Space Ground Link Subsystem. Its function is to pr-ovIde tracking,
telemetry, and control for Department of Defense orbiting satellites.
Both geostationary and non-geostationary satellites are serviced from
four Satellite Control Facility ground stations located in Guam, Hawaii,
New Hampshire, and California. The RF links in this band are up-paths
in the band 1761-1'842. The down-paths are in the 2200-2900 MHz band.

Fixed (line-of-sight) .. The dominant fixed systems in the band are for
medium capacity FDM/FM point-to-point communications. Channel
capacities typically vary from 24 to 600 channel with bandwidths from
0.5 to 10 MHz. Applications include law-enforcement networks, backbone
trunking systems and control links for various power, land,water, and
energy management systems. Commercial off-the shelf-equipment is
normally used. Other specialized fixed links include video/data relay
and timing distribution signals.

Land. Mobit~.. The Department of Defense Advanced Research Project~

Agency (ARPA) has developed several packet radio systems to test the
feasibility of new techniques and concepts for a network of fixed and
mobile digital data terminals. The concept extends the ARPANET packet
switching technology to radio communications. Both 20 MHz and 140 MHz
spread spectrum band'width versions have been buil t for experimentation.

Aerongutical Mqbile, A number of air-to-ground links are used 1n this
band for video communf.catdons, These are primarily used to provide
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TABLE 3-1

CURRENT NATIONAL AND INTERNATIONAL FREQUENCY ALLOCATION TABLE

INTERNATIONAL UNITED STATES

Region 1 Region 2 I Region 3 Band National Government Non-Government
MHz MHz MHz MHz "Provisions Allocation Allocation

1 2 3 4
1700-1710 1700-1710 1700-1710 G, FIXED NETEOROLOCICAL-
FIXED FIXED METEOROLOGICAL SATELL1TE
SPACE RESEARCH MOBILE SATELLITE (Space-to-Earth)
(Space-to-Earth) SPACE REJEARCH (Space-to-Earth) SPACE RESEARCH
Mobile (Space-to-Earth) MOBILE (Space-to-Earth)

SPACE RESEARCH
1.54D lr;/'D (Spccc-to-Earth)
1710-1770 1710-1770 1710-1850 \.:1 Fr:-:ED
FIXED FIXED USlOO HC:3ILE
Hobile MOBILE
352K 11)0 352K 356A See also
1770-1790 1770-1790 4.2.2
FIXED FIXED (NTIA
Heteorological- MOBILE Manual
Satellite 356AA Meteorological- Jan. , 1979)

Hobile Satellite 356M
356 356A
17:90-2290 1790-2290 G42
FIXED FIXED
Mobile MOBILE 1850-1990 NG FIXED

NC8
356 356AB
356ABA 356AC 356A 356ABA 356AB

Footnotes Applicable to the U.S.

USIOO In the Additional Protocol to the Final Acts of the Space EARC, Geneva, 1963, a
declara~ion on behalf of the USA states that the USA cannot accept any obligation
to observe the exception claimed by Cuba iD those footnotes to the Table of Fre
quency Allocations which were adopted by the EARC and which specifically named
Cuba"

G42 SpacE~ command, control, range and range rate systems for earth station trans
mission only (including installations on certain Navy ships) may be accom
modated on a co-equal basis with tte fixed and mobile services in the band
1761--1842 MHz. Specific frequencies r equ t r ed to be used at any location
will be satisfied on a coordinated case-by-case basis.

NG8 Frequencies in this band will be selected for assignment in such a manner that,
on an engineering basis, the lowest frequency in the band is assigned which will
not cause harmful ~nterference to stations in that area already assigned fre
quencies in accordance with the Table of Frequ~ncy Allocation.

FREQUENCY ALLOTMENTS

4.2.2 Allotments in the Band 1710-1850 MHz for Fixed Security Surveillance Systems

The frequencies 1720, 1740, 1760, 1780, and 1800 MHz are allotted for use in
fixed security surveillance systems, on a secondary basis to other stations
operating in accordance with the Government Table of Frequency Allocations.

II



TABLE 3..2

EXCERPTS FROM THE FINAL., ACTS. OF THE 1979 WARe

Allocation to Services
f

fRegion 1 Region 2 Region 3

1. 110 - 2 290 1 710 - 2 290

FI.IED FIXED

Mobile MOBILE

3679A 3695/352K
3704/356AA 3707A 3707B 3703/356A 3695/352K 3679A 3704 356AA 3707A 3707B
3707C 3707C 3707D

MOD 3695'352K The band 1718.8 - 1 722.2 MHz is also allocated to the radio
astronomy service on a secondary basis for spectral line
observations. In making assignments to stations of other services
to which the band is allocated, administrations are urged to take
all practicable steps to protect the radio astronomy service fr6m
harmful interference~ Emissions from space or airborne stations
can be particularly serious sources of interference to the radio
astronomy service <see' Nos. 3280/116 and 3281/116A and Article
N33A) .

MOD 3703 356A Subject to agreement obtained under the procedure set forth
in Article N13A and having particular regard to tropospheric
scatter systems, the band 1 750 - 1 850 MHz may also be used for
space operation (Earth-to-space) and space research
(Earth-to-space) services in Region 2, in Afghanistan, Australia,
India, Indonesia, Japan and Thailand.

MOD 3704 356AA Additional allocation in Bulgaria, CUba, Hungary, Mali,
Mongolia, Poland, the German Democratic Republic, Roumania,
Czechoe.lovakl a and the U. s. S . R., the band 1 770 - 1 790 MHz is
also allocated to the meteorological-sa.tellite serv-ice on a
primary basis, subject to agreement obtained under the procedure
set forth in Article N13A.

SUP 3702/356

NOTE: Above footnotes include only those applicable to the 1710-1850 MHz
Band.
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TABLE 3-· 3

SUMMARY OF MAJOR SYSTEMS IN THE 1110-1850 MHz BAND

1. SPACE SYSTEMS

a. Space Ground Link Subsystem (SGLS)
b. Space Shuttle
c. Other Satellite Links

2. FIXED

a. Line-of-Sig~t, Point-to-Point

(1) Vessel Traffic System (6) Bureau of Land Management
(2) Corps of Engr. District Comm. (7) Dept. of Energy Nevada Test Site
(3) Tennessee Valley Auth. (8) Test Ranging Timing
(4) Bonneville Power Admin. Distribution Systems
(5) U.s. Park Service (9) Numerous Others

b. Transhorizon
c~ Tactical and Training Radio Relay
d. Air Combat Maneuvering Systems

3. RADIOLOCATION

a. - Scoring Systems

(1) Strafing-Target Scorer
(2) Gunnery Range Scorer
(3) Miss Distance Scoring System
(4) Vector Miss Distance

Indicator

b. Distance Measuring Equipment
c. Security Systems
d. Airborne Radar

4. LAND MOBILE

a. ARPA Pa0ket Radio

5. AERONAUTICAL MOBILE

a. Tactical Weapon Systems
b. SEEK SKYHOOK
c. Air-Ground Video Links
d. Air Combat Maneuvering Systems

6. RADIOASTRONOMY

fl. EXPERIMENTAL

(5) Bullet Hit Indicator
(6) BIDOPS
('1) AN/DSQ-001
(8) Others

a. Design or Development of New Systems
b. Basic Research
c. Testing of Operational Systems

8. UPPER ADJACENT BAND

a. Non-Government Fixed

9. LOWER ADJACENT BAND

a. Meteorological Satellite
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TABLE 3-4

f',U;WtARY OF KEY SYSTEH PAP~ETERS

II of PWR ·CT .Ott\.
~v~rpm A'2..en. Frecuencv (}fHz Environment Asgmts (Watts) (dB,i)(dBi) Emission

SGLS AF 1761-1842 NH, CA, HA, GUH -+ Space 80 10K 43 3

IM5F9

Space Shuttle NASA 1761-1842 Space -+ Space 1 M5F9
AF

Fixed, L-O-S AGA 1710-1850 US & P

1

480

1
1

-

4014

-

33r4
-

33I 800F9 - M8F9

Tactical & Training Army 1350-1850 Army Bases & Nat'l Guard 124 M1.2F9 - M26F920-12 19 . 19
Units

AHCI/ACMR AF 1779-1840 AF & Navy Air Bases & at I 35 I 1-201 0-26 I 0-26 l 600F9, M3F9
Navy Sea

NB Scoring Systems Navy 1710-1850 AF & Navy Training Facility 62 2-5 - - < H2.5A9

~ VMDI Scoring System AF 1750, Gulf of Mexico & WSMR 1 40 3 3 Ml15PO

BRr Scoring System AF 1750 or 1775 Gulf of Mexico & WSMR 1 5-1 0-4 0-4 M350P9

DME DOE 1710,1721,1742 3 50 - - M1

Security Systems AF 1720,1740,1760 AZ,AR,KS 9 2 12 - 1FO

ARPA Packet Radio Navy 1710-1850 San Francisco, CA 1 10 - - M15.36F9 - M140F9

SEEK SKYHOOK AF 1755,1820 Florida Keys 2 2 7 20 M60F9

Air/Grd Video Links AF 1710-1850 US & P (Mostly Test Ranges) 15 2-20 3 30 M16F9
Navy

Radio Astronomy INSF 11720,1721 Radio Astronomy Fac. t - I .- . - - -

Experimental AGA 1710-1850 US & P 190 . - . - . - . -

METSAT C 1695-1710 Space-+ VA,AK & Worldwide 1

L~5 L-:3 L::31
M3F9

Non:-Gov't Fixed FCC 1850-1990 US & P - 800F9 -M8F9
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real-time television displays fr'om airborne cameras for ground
reception. Functions include test~!;ffI; of remotely piloted vehicles and
drones, flight testing of new air(Jra:;tt, and airborne moni toring of civil
df.st.ur-bances , More limited aeroiJrautical mobile' functions include
air-to-gr'ound data relay, teieme~ry, and t.e l ecommand ,

To illustrate the potential for conflicts among these systems, Figures 3-2,
.3-3 and 3-4 show the tuning capabilities 'of the equipment, growth rate in band
usagev vand. the geographical distribution of the assignments, respectively.. Using
relaJ,'ively si,_1e criteria, including geogr-aphrc and frequency relationships, a
prelimina1v;,::'matrix was developed in the Phase 1 report to identify potential
f'r equency Inatl_·ement problems as given in Figure 3-5. From the results of the
Phase 1 a,s$:Ee;:S$ll"$nt, including this interaction matrix, four gener-a.l areas where
more det'a:iled.:i

, study was deemed necessary are> as follows:

1. SfIlaringbetween Fixed and Aeronautica.l Mobile Services.

2. Coordination of earth stations.

3. Accommodation of the Packet Radio System.

4,. Examination of congested geographic areas.

The remainin.g sections of this report examine these issues in depth,
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SECTION 4

SHARING BETWEEN FIXED AND AERONAUTICAL MOBILE SERVICES

In the 1710-1850 MHz band, the majority of the assignments are to stations
in the Fixed ahd Aeronautical Mobile Services. In general, potential
band-sharing problems between these two services.have not 'been the result of any
specific individual system,but rather the cumulative effect of> the many recently
introduced systems. The issues to be addressed here, then, will not be specific
electromagnetic compatibility interactionsamorig the various systems. Instead,
the overall spectrum management of the band as it relates to these two services
will be addressed.

The issues have been organized into these areas: 1) technical, where
possible improvements.intechnicalstandards and definitions are examined; 2)
spectrum planning, where the various functional equipment types used in the
band are discussed,alternativebands identified, and channelization of the band
examined, and 3)freguency assi.gnment, where possible improvements in the
frequency assignment process are reviewed.

TECHNICAL STANDARDS

Technical standards have been adopted for certain Fixed stations operating
in .. designated bands above 1710 MHz including 1710-1850 MHz. Thesestandards
address technical parameters including emission spectrum, frequency tolerance,
receiver~electivity~etc. For other station classes used in the band, only
standards for frequency tolerance and spurious~missions are specified. These
standards were summarized in the Phase I study.' In this portion of the section,
these various requirements will be evaluated with a view towards possible
improvements in the spectrum management of the band. The areas to bediscllssed
are in order; frequency tolerance, antennas, frequency selection, bandwidth,
receiver standards, and frequency diversity.

Tolerance

The frequency tolerance of a t.r-ansmt tt.er- is its maximum departure of its
carrier, or center frequency, from the assi.gned frequency. The frequency
tolerance can have an effect on theefficientuseofthespe.ctrum in several
ways. For very unstable transmitters, the resulting frequency drifting can cause
interference to assignments on adjacent frequencies. This is, in general, nota
problem in the 1710-1850 MHz band since the current standards call for a
tolerance of no more.than .003 percent for new fixed and mobile stations. This
relates to a maximum frequency drift of appr-oxtma tely 60kHz. Considering the
bandwidths used in this band of typically < 1 to 10 MHz, adrift of at most 60 kHz
would be adequate to protect adjacent frequency operations.

Another effect of the frequencytoleranceis~moresubtleand generally is a
factor 'only among frequency division multiplex (FDM/FM) linkawhich are nominally
cochannel tuned. For cochannel tuned FDM/FM links, the·protectioncriteriato
assure interference-free operation is usually considered to be a combination of
two factors; sideband beat and carrier beat interference. The former results
from the interfering emission modulation sideband energy which falls within the
baseband of the vi6tim receiver. The degree of this interference' is dependent
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primarily upon modulation parameters and is relatively independent of minor
frequency drifts of the carrier. Carrier beat interference, as the name implies,
results when the interfering and desired transmitter carriers are slightly
separated in frequency such that beat frequencies are generated which fall within
the des~red signal baseband. The latter effect is highly dependent upon the
frequency tblerance, and as such, the tolerance establishes which factor
dominates.

TheElA [1976J has studied these protection criteria in detail and has
derived ell protection ratios required to preclude interference for various
classes of systems. From the tables and procedures providEd in that report,
summarized results were generated and given in TABLE 4-1.

Various combinations of the different channel capacity systems could be
included but are not important for the purposes herein.' One result that is
apparent from the results given on TABLE 4-1 is that the higher capacity (wider
bandwidth) systems would not benefit from improved frequency tolerance since the
sideband beat criteria pr€dominates, Whereas, the lower capacity (narrower
bap.dwidth) systems would benefit. For the 24 channel example, an improvement in
the frequency tolerance from the current 0.003 percent to 0.001 percent would
reduce the required Gil protection ratio approximately 7 dB. Intermixingof
0.001 percent and 0.003 percent t6lerances will obviously reduce this 'advantage.
However, if narrowband systems were all assigned together Ln designated parts of
the band,as proposed later herein, full benefit would result from this
improvement. A review of available equipment indicated that a frequency
tolerance of.001 percent is commercially available from most manufacturers.

A proposed change to the NTlA Manual to incorporate these results is as
follows (underlining indicates added material):

Proposed Modification of Paragraph 5.10.1e (2)
of the NTlA Manual

Ant'ennas

1.7-4.0 GHz 30 ppm for 100 W or less
transmitter power and having
a necessary bandwidth >2 MHz

10 ppm for transmitter power
above 100 W or having· ·a
nece§sary bandwidth·.s. 2 .. ·.MHz

\

The use of quality antennas is a recognized technique in promoting efficient
use of the spectrum. With radiated power minimized in all but the desired
direction, transmitter power and coordination distances can be reduced. In the
NTIA Manual,the only current limitations on antennas used in this band apply to
the Fixed Service. Section 5.10.1 of the NTIA Manual specifies that directional
antennas for the 1710-1850 MHz band shall be used with the follOWing minimum
specifications for antenna pattern.

Angle from axis
Minimum dB down

SO 10-15° 15-20° 20-30° 30-100° 100-140° 140-180°
3 14 16 18 23 24 30
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TABLE 4-1

SUMMARIZED CII PROTECTION RATIO
(FROM EIA [1976])

Desi.red· and Interfering CII Protection
Transmitter Parameters Ra~io in dB

Modulation Freq. Tolerance Sideband Beat Carrier Beat

24 Voi.ce Channel 0.003 % 66 73
Unemphasized 0.001 % 66 65

0.0003% 66 55

120 Voice Channel 0.003 % 56 53
Unemphasized 0.001 % 56 46

0.0003% 56 33

300 Voice Channel 0.003 % 59 53
Unemphasized 0.001 % 59 46

0.0003% 59 33

NOTE: Sideband beat criteria was 25 pWOp and carrier beat criteria was 50 pWOp
as per EIA recommendations for short-haul circuits.
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These specifica.tions correspond to a good qua.lity parabolic dish antenna
with a 1.2 meter (4.') diameter. A review of the assignments in the GMF as part
of the Phase 1 report revealed that very few assignments, even prior to the
adoption of this standard, indicate a.ntenna .sizes less than 1.2 meters in
diameter. The twenty frequency aesIgnment s which do list antennas of less than
1'.2 meters (size being deduced from the gain) are primarily for very short hops
with low power or for special applications. For the conventional type of
microwave link used in this band, the above specifications for antennas do not]
in effect, result in any limitation since essentially a~l would '. meet them. The
predominant antenna size 1.8 meters (6') with 2.4 meters (8') and 3'm (10')
antennas used to a lesser degree. An.exception to these antenna requirements are
those t ranspor-t.ab Le systems used in tactical and training operations.

The'quest'ion arises as to whether more restrictive antenna specifications,
or specLf'Lcat Lons in a different form, would prove beneficial in the management
of the Fixed syst.ems in theb,and. The Federal Communications Commission (FCC)
has had Tn force, for a number of years" specifications for antenna patterns'
similar to the newly adopted Federal standards just discussed. In these rules
{FCC] 1975] Grade A and Grade B criteria are specified fo~ portions of the
adjacent 1850-2200MHz band which cor-r-espond to the characteristics' for a
2.4 meter and 1.8 meter diameter antenna, respectively. The more restrtctiv€
Grade A antenna must be used .except in areas not subject to frequency congestion
where the Grade Bant€:nna may be used.

For the Federal Government, it is unlikely that justification could be made,
based on current band congestion, for adopt t on or a 2. 4 meter antenna standard in
the 1710-1850 MHz band. However, the concept of a Grade A and B criteria does'
have merit. For example, a subsequent section of this report shows that certain.
regions of the country are more congested than others. Within these areas,
s~ecifications for 1.8 meter antennas rather than the currently required 1.2
meter antenna would lead to somewhat improved sharing in the band. Compare a
microwave ~ink which employs 1.8 meter antennas at each end versus a link with
1.2 meter antennas. The resulting increased antenna gain would be approximately
3.5 dB at each end. Thus the system with 1.8 meter antenna could, theoretically,
emploY.7 dB less transmitter power to achieve the same carrier-to-noise ratio at
the receiver, for example, a reduction from a five-watt to a one-watt
transmitter. The lower power and resultant lower sidelobes will obviously reduce
the required distance separation for frequency re-us€. For the less congested
areas of the country, the present 1. 2me·t.er standard would be adequate. Specific
areas where a proposed Grade A andB criteria might apply are discussed in a
subsequent section of the report. A proposed modification to the existing
standards is given below to effect this result (underlined portions added). In
order to use terminology compatible with the FCC, the terms GradeB (l.8 meter
diameter) and Grade C (1.2 meter diameter) will be used here , L. e i", the Grade B
criteria would be identical for both FCC and proposed NTlA standards.

An alternative approach in specifying antenna patterns is given by the CCIR
[1978d]. In that r~port a reference pattern for antennas used for radio relay
purposes is described by the following equations:

G (dBi) = 38 - 25 log e ( for 1° < e < 33°)
G (dBi) = 0 (for 33° < e < 90°)
G (dBi) < 0 (for 90° < e <180°)
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Proposed Modification to Table B of

Section 5.10.3 of the NTIA Manual

ANTENNA PATTERN LIMITATIONS*

Maximum
Minimum suppression at angle in degrees from center line ofFrequency neam-

Band width main beam (dB)

(3 dB point) 5-10 0 10-150 15-20 0 20-30° 30-1000 100-1400 140-1800

f---.

171.0-1850 HHz J..Q!ade C) 10 0 - 14 16 18 23 24 30
1710-1850 HHz (Grade B) _8_°_ 5 18 20 20 25 28 36
2200-2400 t-1Hz 8.5 0 4 12 16 16 24 25 30
4.4-4.99 GHz 40 13 20 23 2'+ 29 31 . 31

i
7.125-8.5 GHz 2.5 0 19 23 28 30 34 35 43

I14.4-15.35GHz 1.50 21 26 31 35 37 41 48

*In the band 1710-1850 MHz, Grade B antennas shall be used except in

areas not subject to spectrum congestion where Grade'C antennas are

permitted.
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where G is the off-axi~ gain in dB and e is the off-axis angle in degrees. This
equation limits neither the on-axis gain'l1Io}r the 3 dB beamwidth of the pattern.
A.n antenna pattern specification of this form is, not clearly, an improvement
over the existing standards discussed above. . This equation, however, can be
quite convenient in analyzing f'r-equenoy sharing problems involving fixed
stations. This will be discussed later.

Requiring minimum antenna performance specifications, for aeronautical mobile
st.ations, is less practical than for fixed stations. The airborne components
typically r-equi r-e either omnfdrr-eot Lonat or hemispheric patterns. The
gr-ound-based components will normally require either an omnidirectional or a
directional tracking antenna.. Adopting an antenna pattern requirement for these
land etatLons may significantly i.mpact tracking capabili ties. Specifying antenna
patt er-ns for such systems would require a.dditional analysis and is not considered
f'ur-t.hee her-etn .

Frequency Selection

The selection of frequencies for equipment used in this band is a.ccomplished
in several ways. The vast majority of equipments are capa.ble of operatirl:g over
the entire 1710-1850 MHz band, and are tuned to a specific frequency by crystal
controlled oscillators. For a given station, the frequency~that best suits its
intended environment is, typically, designated at the time of purchase: The
frequency often will remain the same during the life of the equipment, although
the capability exists' to change frequency by crystal replacement should
circumstances dictate.

A more limited number of equipment types used in this band have the
capab i I ity of operator selectable frequen·cies. These are predominantly intended
for military tactical applications and used within the U.S. .f'or t.est i ng , training
and/or evaluation. Some, like the AN/GRC-50, have fully synthesized tuning in
1 MHz steps across the band (as well as additional bands). Other systems provide.
operator selection capability among three to five predetermined crystal
controlled channels. Those channels mayor may not be fixed at the factory.
Such tuning capability can, if well controlled, be managed satisfactorily. For
example, one or two of the channels ma.y be authorized for use during peacetime.
The specific channel(s) used may be varied geographically to best fit with
existing spectrum usage.

Several systems have been introduced into the band which are fixed tuned at
the factory with no provision for use of alternate frequencies within the band.
For these systems the specific frequency used is "frozen" during the development
sta.ge and all subsequent opera.tional equipments must use this same frequency
regardless of spectrum management concerns. Such practice is done typically to
save size and weight in airborne applications or simply to reduce costs. Such
factory-fixed tuning can lead to difficulties in managing the band. For example,
systems whose operations are intermittent with low duty cycles can efficiently
use the spectrum by time-sharing the same frequency when used in the same
environment. If systems are fixed tuned at the factory it becomes more difficult
to coordinate the use of ,the same frequency. Thus, several channels may become
committed at a given location when only one may be needed.
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Permanent factory tuning of fixed stations can also lead to inefficiencies.
For example, the current series of ACMI/ACMR equipments are identified in the
Phase I study as being factory-fixed tuned. (Future versions may include a field
tuning capability.) This system employs six to·seven links to and from a central
ma.ster station with predetermined frequencies spaced 5-22 MHz apart and a nominal
necessary bandwidth of 1 MHz. Thus, in a given geographic area, a total of
56 MHz of spectrum is committed to the fi.xed links in this system. Although
other frequency spacings between links may re·sult in a .smaller amount of total
'spectrum committed to the system, the factory-fixed tuning prohibits this
possibility. Permanent fixed tuning also makes impractical the future adoption
of channel planning for the band as well as makes difficult the resolution of
frequency conflicts.

From a spectrum management standpoint, it is apparent that equipments should
be designed such. that frequencies can be chosen to best suit the intended
environment. A requirement to this effect i.n Chapter 5 (Standards) of the NTlA,
Manual could enhance band utilization by permitting optimum sharing between
systems by time and/or geographical sha.ring. While economic considerations may
make permanent factory-fixed tuning desirable in certain instances, justification
should be provided when application is submitted to NTlA for frequency assignment
or system review. The following is a proposed addition to Chapter 8 of the NTlA
Manual to effect this principle.

8.2.44 Tuning capability for stations opera.ting
in the 1~10-1850 MHz Band

The operation of stations in the 1710-1850 MHz band which are fixed
tuned at the point of manufacture and which provi.de no capability for
use of alternate frequencies withi~ the band can lead to diffic~lties

in the spectrum management process. As a result, the use of systems
which are permanently fixed tuned at the factory shall be limited to
only those cases where it can be operationally justified.

Bandwidth

The bandwidth of a system is one of the key factors in Evaluating the
potential compatibility with other systems. The need for accurate reporting of
bandwidth information in both the spectrum planning and frequency assignment
processes is well recognized. However, as described in the Phase I study, a
consistent approach in specifying bandwidths has not always been taken. The
following paragraphs discuss a proposed standard approa.ch to specifying bandwidth
para.meters.

Three key terms that are important in considering the bandwidth associated
with a particular system or station are the authorized, necessary, and occupied
bandwidths which are defined in the NTlA Manual as follows:
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Authorized Bandwidth: Authorized bandwidth is, for purposes of this
Manual, the necessary bandwidth (bandwidth required for transmission and
reception of' intelligence) and does not include allowance for
transmitter drift or doppler shift.

Necessary Bandwidth: Fora given class' of emission, the mlnlmum value of
the 'occupied bandwidth sufficient to ensure the transmission of
information at the rate and with the' quality required for the system
employed, under specified conditions. Emissions useful for the good
,fUfl:'O't:1oning of the receiving equipment as, for example, the emission
:trQ,rresponding to the carrier of reduced carrier systems, shall be
,inolut!ed in the necessary bandwidth.

·Q'oicupled Bandwidth: The frequency bandwidth such that, below its Lower
:.a,nd above its upper frequency limits, the mean powers radiated are each
equal t·oO.5 percent of the total mean power radiated by a given'
emission~ In some cases, for example multichannel frequency-division
syatems, the percentage of 0.5 percent may lead to certain difficulties
in the practical application of the definitions of occupLed and
necessa.ry bandwidth. In such cases a different percentage may. prove
useful.

The above definitions for necessary and occupied bandwidth are identical to
current definitions given in the International Radio Regula.tions [ITU 197·9J.
Authorized bandwidth is not defined internationally. The Final Acts of the 1979
WARe adopted new definitions as follows:

Necessary Bandwidth: For a given class of emissions the width of the
frequency band which is just sufficient to ensure the transmission of
information at the rate and quality required under specified 'conditions.

Occupied Bandwidth: The frequency bandwidth such that below the lower
and above the upper frequency limits, the mean powers emitted are each
equal to a specified percentage B/2 of the total mean power emitted by a
given emission. The percentage B/2 will be specified for each class of
emission.

A third related ~efinition was recommended by the CCIR but not adopted in the
Final Acts of the 1979 WARe.

X dB Bandwidth: A ba.ndwidth such that beyond its lower and upper limits
any discrete spectrum component or continuous spectral power de~sity is
atte.nuated by at least X dB relative to a given and predetermined zero
dB reference level.

In the interest of spectrum conservation it is stated in the NTIA Manual, Part
5.5, that "All r-eaaonable effort should be made to maintain the occupied
bandwidth .... as ,closely to the necessary bandwidth as is reasonably practicable

It In order to accomplish this goal, agencies need a practical method of
establishing these parameters.

The debermfnatLon of the occupied bandwidth for the various emission classes
is, in general, a non-trivial problem. Since the definition has been given in
terms ofa percentage of power, the occupied bandwidth cannot be simply measured
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and usually is established through an integration process of either a measured or
theoretical spectrum.' A more convenient approach is to relate ~h€ occupied
bandwith of an emission to the XdB bandwidth, the latter being a more easily
measured value. Depending on the specific elass of emission, the occupied
bandwidth can typically vary from the -15 dB bandwidth to the -35 dB bandwidth.
Various CCIR reports (CCIR, 1978a, CCIR, '1978b, CCIR,1978c) examine this
relationship but more study is needed especially for the complex FM emissions
such as video, telemetry, etc. As part of these studies, it would be necessary
'to establish appropriate values of B.

For practical reasons, it is sometimes desirable to approximate the occupied
bandwidth with an X dB bandwidth, even though the specific dB value is not known.
An exampl,e would be in recording the approximate occupied bandwidth of emissions
at monitoring stations. Another example is where the occupied bandwidth is
dEsired aud only .the envelope of the emission spectrum is known. For such cases,
insufficient details of the emission would be available to accurately det€rmine
the occupied bandwidth through integration of the spectrum.

For such instances, the CCIR recommends that the -26 dB bandwidth be used as
an apprqximation to the occupied bandwidth. Use of this approximation in'lieu of
other approximations occasi0nally used, e.g., -20 dB or -23 dB bandwidth,. would
result in a more consistent spectrum management procedure.

The necessary bandwidth is a key factor in identifying potential frequency
conflicts when new a~signments are proposed to the Frequency Assignment
Subcommittee of the IRAC. A consistent approach is needed in specifying this
parameter to permit effective management of the band. Incorrectly stated values
can lead to inefficient use of the spectrum if stated too large, or potential"
interference situations if stated too sma~l.

For multichannel telephony stations in this Fixed service, Chapter 5 of the
NTIA Manual provides clear and specific methods for calculating necessary
bandwidth. However, methods for calculating necessary bandwiths for several
other common signals, including frequency modulated video, telemetry,
telecommand, and data., are not explicitly defined. Because of this, the:re exist
numerous conflicting values for necessary bandwidths for these systems. For
example, the necessary bandwidth for FM modulated television is often calculated
using the "Carson Rule" (Keenze, 1979) according to the following formula:

B = 2M + 2DK

where

B = Necessary bandwidth

M = Maximum Modulation Frequency

D = Peak Frequency Deviation

K = Multiplying Cons~ant, usually

Using this equation for a typical FM video link having a 4.2 MHz maximum
modulating frequency and a 4 MHz peak deviation results in calculated necessary
bandwidth of 16.4 MHz. In the GMF, the stated neCEssary bandwidths for two
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identical video systems can be from 8 to 20 MHz ~depending on the particular
method used by the submitting agency-

In some instances, the bandwi4th indicat~d in tha GMF for an assignment is
the -3 dB bandwidth. This is the approach used for the telemetry and telecommand
linkaof the ACMI/ACMR systems identified in the Phase 1 report. In general, the
necessary bandwidth of a system is considerably larger than the -3 dB bandwidth
and ~he use of the latter value may lead to confusion and possible interference
s i tua t Lona.

FOr'i,c,nmp\lex f'requenoy modulated signals, more study is needed to establish
approp'ria't,emethods of calculating necessary bandwidth. The Technical
Subcommit,t,ee of the IRAC should further examine these techniques and adopt
appr-opr-Late ',procedures for inclusion into the NTlA Manual which are applicable
for both t'b;,eFixed and Mobile Services.

Receiver Standards

The standards for fixed stations cited in Part 5.10 of the NTIA Manual
require ·certain minimum values for receiver selectivity. In par-tLcu.lar, the
-3 dB receiver bandwidth should be commensurate with the authorized emission
bandwidth plus twice the frequency tolerance of the associated transmitter.
Additionally, the-60 dB receiver bandwidth shall not exceed five times the .-3 dB
receiver bandwidth. A sampling of data for commercially available equipment
given in Appendix B ·illustrates the degree to which these requirements are
achieved. One problem is the interpretation of the word "commensurate" which is
defined variously as equal, proportional, and comparable. A typical design goal
is for the receiver -3 dB bandwidth to be approximately 1.0 to2.0 times th~

authorized emission bandwidth of the desired signal. (See representative data in
Appendix B.) In general, smaller bandwidths resul t in excessive Lnt.ermodul.at i.cn
noise, and wider bandwidths result in excessive thermal noise. For modern
equipment, 'the transmitter frequency tolerance is a relatively insignificent
factor, except for very narrowband emissions.

Because a single equipment model may be capable of reC€lVlng a wide range of
desired signal bandwidths, manufacturers generally provide several bandwidth
options. However, it is economically impractical to manufacture a separate
bandwidth capability matched to every possible desir€~ signal, but rather two or
more bandwidth options may be offered to cover a range of bandwidths. This tends
to present problems, especially with relatively narrowband links. For example, a
review of assignments from the GMF shows an equipment with a 3.5 MHz bandwidth
receiving an emission of 150 kHz, a ratio of over 23. Review of the data given
in Appendix B shows that it would be practical to adopt a specific definition of
commensurate. Specifically, limiting the receiver -3 dB bandwidth to at most
twice the associated trRnsmitter authorized emission bandwidth, would be
achievable for most commercially available equipments. This value would
represent a r-easonabl,e compromise between good spectrum management and
economic/availability considerations. The data provided in Appendix B may be
found useful by the various f'r-equency managers in determining compliance with
such a standar-d . A proposed change to the NTlA Manual to implement this
recommendation is as follows:
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Proposed change toSectionS'.'l 0 ~2,

paragraph 1.2(2} of theNTIA
Manual. (Underlined 'portion
added.)

nThe -3 dB receiver bandwidth should be commensurate with the
authorized emission bandwidth plus twice the frequency tolerance of
the transmitter specified in Section 5.10.1, paragraph 1.C. In
no case shall the-3' dB receiver bandwidth '.exceed ,twice the
authorized emission bandwidth."

Frequency Diversity

Although not used extensively, frequency diversity is J technique employed
to improve the reliability of a fixed microwave link under th€ conditi~ns6f

selective fading. This diversi tytechnique ,howE;ver, consumes twice the spectrum
of a non-diversity link while other forms of diversity such as space or
polarization do not. Section 8.2.25 of the NTlA Manual recognizes the necessity
of some form of ~iversity in selected cases but places limits on· the use of
frequency diversity in Fixed Service bands above 1710 MHz. In particular, the
use of frequency diversity is limited to those cases where its use can be
jastifiedfrom a requirements standpoint. Additionally, a statement must be
provided that an engineering evaluation has heenmade that demonstrates that the
required reliability necessitates frequency diversity. Providing the actual
engineeringE~valuationto NTIA/IRAC is not required and .would not appear to be
currently necessary. However, in order for frequency managers to arrive at a
valid decision regarding the approval for a proposed frequency diversity link,
some additional data may prove useful. TABLE~-2 provides a proposed standard
form that could be submitted with any frequency diversity request. The specific
parameters requested should be readily available to 'the submitting agency, since
it is expected all~ould be available from the required engineering evaluation.
Thus, little additional effort would be required by the submitting agencies other
than transfering the data to the standardized form~ It is expected that the
~ecision making process for approval or frequency diversity requested would be
improved with the use or this additional data.

SPECTRUM PLANNING

A goal of the spectrum planning process is to assure that the applicable
frequency allocations, procedures, and regulations promote effective use of the
radio spectrum. Additionally, these proQedures, etc., must assure that the
various classes of systems and functions performed in the band can operate
together in a compatible manner.

In the following portions Of this section the spectrum planning process for
this band is examined from two viewpoints. The first subsection discusses the
ma jorvt'unct i.ons used in the band. Insight isgtven as to how these functions are
accommodated in the band and what, if any, alternatives (e.g., other bands) are
possibleto;satisfy those needs. Recommendations are offered in instances where
improve~managementof the band would result. The second subsection addresses
the advantages and disadvantages of adopting a ahannel plan for this band.
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TABLE 4-2

Proposed Data for Technical Justification
for a Fre~uency Diversity Link

Agency Burea.u
Link Name __- ...0.--_- to _
Frequency Channel Capacity _

____---- km___________ dB

________ dBm
______ dBi
______ dB
______ dBm
_______ dBm
_______ dB

------- %_____- dB
_________ dB

-----_%
------ %
------ %
------- %

Transmitter

1 . Site
2. Latitude N
3. Longitude W
4. Site Elevation m
5. TowerHeight m
6. Azimuth
7. EquipmentType
8. Path Length
9. Path Loss (Free space)

10. Waveguide/Coax. Length m
11. Waveguide/Coax. Loss dB
12. Other Fixed Losses dB
13. Antenna Size m
14. Antenna Gain dBi
15. Transmitter Power
16~ Total Antenna Gains
17 . Total Link Losses (1)
18. Med. Received Power
19. Practical Receiver Threshold (2)
20. Available Fade Margin
21. Non-diversity reliability (3)
22. Frequency Diversity Imp. Factor (4)
23. Space/Pola.rDiversitylmp Factor (4)
24. Expected Equipment Reliability
25. Overall Freq. Div. Reliability
26. Overall Space/Polar Div. Reliability
27. Required Overall Reliability (5)

Receiver

____________-- N
________----- W
____- m

_--......._--- m

_____------- m_____..........._- dB
_____-_ dB

_.......__---- m_______ dBi

Notes:

1. If link includes a passive reflector, provide a.dditional
data to derive tota~ end-to-endpathloss.

2". Based on 30 dB. SIN in worst channel.
3. Based on Rayleigh Fading unless otherwise stated.
4. Provide specific references>for derivations:

5. Provide justification for required high link reliability:



System Functions

L'ine-of-·Sight Fixed Links. The 1710-18'50 MHz band is the ma.jor Government
band for. accommodating medium channel capacLty (or medium bandwidth)
p~int-to-point microwave links. Fo~ mu~tichann€l telephony, typical capacity
varies from ~4 to 600 channel with most nece~sary bandwidths being in the range
from 0.5 to 10 -MHz. In general, microwave links with bandwidths considerably
greater than 10 MHz can be better a.ccommodated in portions of the 7.125-8.5 GHz
and 14.4-15.35 GHz bands. The increased spectrum generally available in these
bands is more conducive to accommodating the wider bandwidth systems.

Similc~rly, low capacity (or narrow bandwidth) links are often better
accommodated in lower frequency bands such as 406.1-420 MHz or in the vicinity of
902-928 MHz. This follows from the fact that few commercial microwave receivers
in the 1710-1850 MHz band employ bandwidths commensurate with narrowband
emissions less than approximately 0.5 MHz (see Appendix B). Thus, these'
receivers would be unable to achieve the standards of Part 5.10 of the NTIA
Manual as previously discussed. It is recognized that the use of the lower bands
is not without problems. 'In the 406.1-420 MHz band, the multichannel links. would
be competing for spectrum space with' the rapidly expanding use of single channel
Fixed and Mobile stations. In the 902-928 MHz band, the Fixed Service is
currently on a secondary basis' and is the subject of a separate study [Bulawka,
1980J.

For .the medium capacity link bandwidths, in the range of 0.5-10 MHz, f·ew
alternatives exist to the 1710-1850 MHz band. For example, the 2200-2300 MHz·
band is allocated to the Fixed and Mobile Service but is presently dominated by
the Mobile Service. This also is the subject of a separate study [Flynn, 1980J.
The 4400-4990 MHz band is also allocated to the Fixed and Mobile Service, but is
not currently used to a great extent by non-military Government operations
[Kimball, 1974].

Tropospheric Scatter. Tropospheric scatter communications is a technique
which takes advantage of scattering of radio waves from irregularities and
disturbances in the lower troposphere. When sufficient power, antenna gains, and
receiver sensitivity are employed, the high troposcatter propagation losses can
be overcome to achieve point-to-point communications for distances of 400 kIns
or more. Thus, up to ten line-of-sight microwave hops ~ould be replaced by one
tropospheric scatter link. This proves to be an advantage in certain military
tactical and other situations where mainte'nance of intervening line-of-sight
stations may be impractical. The disadvantages are the significant increase in
overall system costs as well as the consumption of a large amount of ~pectrum

space.

For line-of-sight links, potential interference paths are nearly always
limited to free space or diffraction mode propagation mechanisms resulting in
relatively short interference distances. Because of the high power and gain used
for the troposcatter link, tropospherie s~atter propagation can become
significant for potential interference paths as well. Thus, much larger
interferenee distances a~e involved. Also, troposcatter links often employ
frequency diversity and high frequency deviation ratios in the modulation in
order to achieve acceptable reliability further adding to spectrum consumption.
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In view of the large consumption of spectrum s~ace and high interference
potential, the decisiqn has been previously made to exclude tropospheric scatter
communications from the similarly allocated 2200-2300 MHz band. "This was
accomplished by adding a "line-or-sight only"'. restriction directly into the
national allocation tables. An ar-gument could be advanced for a similar
restriction in the 1710-1850 MHz band. Both the 1710-1850 MHz and 2200-2300 MHz
bands are allocated to the Fixed and Mobile Service and both are used for many of
the same types of functions, albeit indifferent distributions. Presently, there
are very few tropospheric scatter links and no current plans are known for any
new tropospner1c scatter communications systems for this band. The adoption' of a
line~of-~ight only restriction for this band would preclude this possibility.

Tactical ,Radio Relay. A number of military radio relay equipments are
assigned and operated in this band for tactical and training use~ While some of
these links are assigned specific frequencies and locations, many are class
assignments which authorize their use but provide for the selection of specific
locations and frequencies by field level frequency coordinators. Most of these
equipments have field tuning capabilities over the 1350-1850 MHz or) 1700-2400 MHz
bands. The 1710-1850 MHz ~and is the principle band available over these ranges
that can accommodate Fixed service, operations on a primary basis. This field
coordination of frequencies has apparently worked satisfactorily with ' few
problems. One problem that eXi~ts in the assignment records for many of those
class assignments concerns the reported bandwidth. On all assignments the
AN/GRC-50 is listed as the equipment nomenclature and an emission designation of
M26F9 is reported on many. This is in error since the AN/GRC-50 has a maximum
bandwidth of 1~2 MHz. Correction of these data appear warranted.

Air-to-Ground and Air-to-Air Video/Data Links. The 1710-1850 MHz band
supports a number of assignments for air-to-groundor air-to-air video/data links
for-testing, training, and limited operational links. The te~t a~d training
applications are predominately for video information used for such purposes as
munitions targeting, aerial reconnaissance, and vehicle testing. Bandwidths are
commonly between 10 and 20 MHz.

The SPS [1976] has identified two frequency bands that were recommended for
supportirig these types of funtions to be 4400-4990 MHz as well as 1710-1850 MHz.
While the higher band is available and used, some penalty is paid in systEm
performance. For example, many of these links use omnidirectional (or
hemispheric coverage) antennas in the airborne components and tracking antennas
on the ground on the order of four to six feet in diameter. The use of the
higher frequency band Lnt.r-oducee additiona.l path losses w'hich cannot be easily
compensated by increased antenna gains. The latter results from the tracking
requirements. Thus, increased transmitter power would be required at increased
cost. Also, commonality of equipments with the associated tel€~etry, tracking
and/or command functions, which operate in the 1400-2300 MHz range is ofte.n
desirable. This is easily achieved in the 1710-1850 MHz band but not in the
4400-4990 MHz band. In general, these types of systems operate on an
intermittent basis with some uses being reported as few as several hours per
week. In such casea time sharing among these systems is practical, and the same
frequency may be assigned to several users in the same area. Coordination of the
planned transmission periods with the local frequency coordinator can assure
compatible operation. Thus, continued accommodation of this type of function
appears warranted in this band. Later in this section a channeling plan is
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discussed which would limit this and similar wideband systems to specific
portions of the band. '

One ~pecific class of air-to-ground data- link that becomes difficult to
accommodate in the band includes systems that are very wideband and operate on a
continuous or long duration basis. One' example is the SEEK SKYHOOK System
identified in the Phas~ I study. The links in this band (two 60 MHz channels)
are used for relaying wideband radar data from a tethered balloon to a ground
receiver. Because of its continuous transmission and airborne operatioQ, both
time and geographic sharing with other band users becomes very limited. To
assure protection from interference to other users, a distance separation of 100
to 200 miles'may be required. Future systems of this type, which consume a large
portion of the band and have limited sharing possibilities with other systems,
should be considered for assignment in other more appropriate bands. One such
possibility is 14,.7145 to 15.1365 GHz. In a National Memorandum of Understanding
(Probst, 1979), it was stated that this band will be designated nationally for·
the Mobile Service on a primary basis, and with the Fixed Service on a secondary
basis.

Te~emetry and Telecommand. 'A limited number of Aeronautical Mobile
stations are assigned in this band for telemetry purposes. Such use wotild be
permitted under the overall Mobile service allocation for the band.
Accommodation of a limited number of these systems into the band has been
accomplishE;d in the past with minimal difficulty. As the band usage continues to
grow, difficulty in c~ordinating the use of this airborne function will likewise
grow, because of large required distance separations between airborne and,
land-based systems. These large required distances follow from the resulting
line-of-sight ranges of typically 100 to 200 miles depending on altitude.

It is observed that alternatiVE ba.nds are available for use which have been
specifically designated for flight testing and aeronautical telemetry, namely
1435-1535 ~1Hz and 2200-2290 MHz. In a separate study [Flynn, 1980], the
2200-2290 t1Hz ba.nd is examined and the telem.etry usage is discussed along with
the extensive coordination procedures presently employed in that band to assure
compatible operation. Using real-time regiona.l frequency management, with time
sharing used as required, spectrum efficiency is optimized for these intermittent
operations. Similar time sharing among intermittent telemetry functions is also
accomplished in the 1435-1535 MHz band in accordance with procedures given in
Annex D of the NTlA Manual. With the recent adoption at the 1979 WARe of the
2310-2390 MHz band for telemetry functions, additional spectrum is available to
support these needs. The latter band is expected to be implemented in the U.S.
for flight testing telemetry.

In the 1710-1850 MHz band, extensive real-time coordination of these
intermittent operations is not currently practiced nor planned. While time
sharing among these intermittent airborne operations can result in relatively
efficient use of the .spectrum, sharing between fixed and aeronautical mobile
operations tend to be less efficient. This follows from the inability of
continuously operating Fixed stations to time share, and the reduced possibility
for geographic sharing because of large required distance separations from
airborne transmissions.

In view of the growing usage in the 1710-1850 MHz band and the more suitable
alternative bands available for flight testing telemetry, exclusion of future
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flight testing t el emetry operations in the 1710-1850 MHz band would appear to be
a feasible and attractive policy option.

Similarly, some limited telecommand statibns are assigned in the band. The
SPS [1976] has previously noted that the ,427-1435 MHz band is recommended for
supporting these functions. Since telecorrimand is inherently a relatively
narrowband function the 8 MHz available should, in general, be adequate to
support this function.

One s.p'eCJ1.fic example is the ACMI/ACMR system used by the AiriForce and Navy
which wa;sdiscussed in the Phase I report. This system is used to monitor
aircraft while engag.irrg in simulated air combat. It is composed of multiple
fixed links" an air-to-ground, and a ground-to-airlink. The fixed links which
are nomin,ally of 1 MHz bandwidth are appropriate for assignment .in the
1710-18,50, MHz band. The two airborne links serve telemetry and telecommand
f'unct.kons with a closed loop CW ranging function also provided. These functions
could be accommodated in the 1427-1435 and 1435-1535 MHz bands for the command
and telemetry respectively. The tracking function Essentially rides "piggy back"
on top of the command a.nd telemetry signal and would not normally require a
separate and distinct station class indicator. Assignment of future funct~ons of
this type in other more appropriate bands would further ease potential congestion
in the 1710-1850 MHz band.

A proposed modification to the NTIA Manual to effect such a policy to
exclude ruther telemetry and telecommand functions in this band is as follows:

Proposed Addition to Chapter 7
of the NT!A Manual

7.20 USE OF STATIONS IN THE AERONAUTICAL MOBILE SERVICE FOR TELEMETRY
AND TELECOMMAND IN THE 1710-1850 MHz BAND

A limited number of stations in the Aeronautical Mobile Service for
flight testing telemetry and telecommand functions have been
accommodated in the past in the 1710-1850 MHz band. In view of the
availability of more suitable alternative bands for these f~nctions

(e.g., 1427-1435 MHZ, 1435-1535 MHz, 2200-~290 MHz,and 2310-2390 MHz)
and the growing congestion in the 1710-1850 MHz band, future spectrum
support in the latter band will be limited. In particular, the
followin~ policy is adopted.

1. Existing assignments for flight testing telemetry and telecommand
stations in the Aeronautical Mobile Service and,such systems having
been authorized by NT!A for development and/or operation, will continue
to be supported in the 1710-1850 MHz band until January 1, 19XX.

2. No new assignments to flight testing telemetry and telecommand
stations in the Aeronautical Mobile Service will be authorized in the
1710-1850 MHz band after January 1, 19XX. Extensions of existing
systems after that date may be authorized on a case-by-case basis,
sUbject to review and recommendations by the SPS/IRAC and to the
Lfmtt.at.Lons given in 1) above.
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Airborne Spread Spectrum. The need is recognized for certain military
applications to employ" band spreading, or spread spectrum, technique~ to assure
adequate anti-jam margins in a hostile environment. In the future, possible
non-military applications may also come into use ·as a potentially more efficient
~se of the spectrum as compared to 'conventional narrowband techniques. The use
of a spread spectrum system in the band in' a fixed and mobile application has
been discussed by Crandall [1980J. The use of spread spectrum in airborne
application has not, at present, been proposed for this band. However, to
provide a technical evaluation prior to any proposal for such an application in
the 1710-1850 MHz band, the following analysis is offered.

A hypothetical airborne spread spectrum system is assumed with the following
parameters:

Transmitter Power:
Antenna Gain
Bandwidth (3 dB)
Altitude ~

Duty Factor

100 watts (50 dBm)
3 dBi

100 MHz
6,000 meters

1 to 100%

For initial calculations, a fixed microwave link will be used as the 'victim
receiver with the following characteristics:

Channel Capacity
Noise Figur~

Receiver Noise Level
Receiver Bandwidth(3 dB):
Antenna Gain
Antenna Beamwidth
Antenna Height
Cable Losses

300
7 dB

-96 dBm
12 MHz
28 dBi

6.5 degrees
30 meters

3 dB

The geometry of the potential interference link is illustrated below.

To determine the slant distance, ds' at which the interference bEcomes
unacceptable, a criterion will be used that the interference will increase the
receiver noise level by not more than 1 dB. For an additive noise-like
interfering signal, such as a wideband spread spectrum emission, this point
occurs when the power within the receiver passband is approximately 6 dB below
the receiver noise level. This can be expressed as follows:
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P'I' + ·Gr - Lp + ~ - Lc - 10 log ~ I~ = N - 6s (2)

PT = Interfering transmitter power in dBm

Gr, OR = Transmitter and receiver antenna gain in oppnsing
dir~ctinns in dBi

Lp :: Propagati~n Inss in dB

LC .... Losaes dUE' to cables, etc . in dB

Bt ..... Interfering transmitter 3 dB bandwidth in MHz

Br :: Victim receiver 3 dB bandwidth in MHz

Ns :: Receiver noise level in dBm

Substituting the above assumed par-amet.er s into Equat i.on 2 y Le l.ds

50 + 3 -- Lp+ GR- 3 - 10 Log (100/12) :: -96 .. 6

GR-Lp :: -142. 8 es

Both the pr-opaga t irm loss and r-eceiver- antenna. gain in t he di r-ect i.on of the.
transmitter are dep~ndent on antenna height, orientati0n, etc. TABLE 4-3 gives
calculated values of slant r-ange using Equation 2 for various cond i.t i ons . In
these calculations~ the path Inss is based on computer derivEd values given ~n

Figure 4-1 for smooth terra.in conditions. The off-axis antenna gain is based 0n
the discussion given in Appen'dix A. Also, given in TABLE 4-3 are similar r-e su l ts
for transmitter duty cycles of one percent. Measurements performed by ECAC
[Newhouse, 1971] showed that the degradation caused by pulsed interference to
FDM/FM systems depends on the average power of the offending signal. Thus, it is
assumed that the interfering signal can be 20 dB higher for a one percent duty
cycle. It must be nnted that the distances indicated are for one single
interfering equipment at its closest distance to the microwave link. For
multiple interference, such as an airborne communications net, the interfering
powers will tend to be directly additive, thus increC3.sing the distance separati')n
requirements.. SpecifiC scenarios would be necessary to fully examine the case of
multiple interference.

While the ca Icul.at.Lons given here are based on hypot.he t i.ca l parameters, it
is clear that thecoordinatton of airborne spread spectrum systems in this band
would become difficUlt. Ti,mE shar-Lng with fixed systems is impractical f')r
obvious reasons. Fre:quenc,yshat'.i'n,g, i.e., designating a specific por-t I on ~f the
band for the aLr-bor-ne vspr-ead spect rum system, would not assist in the so.lut i on
because of the typ.i~'allywld€ bandwf.dths used, And finally, geogr-aphi c sharing
would requirerelat:i'v':el'y l;a:rg'ed::i.st~rncesepa.r,atiorls as indicated. In view of
these difficultl€s,widespr'e~duse of a Ir-bor-ne spread spectrum systems in this
band would not be possible inm:acnyar:eas of th'ecountry. Ina g i ven geographic
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TABLE 4-3

REQUIRED DISTANCE SEPARATION BETWEEN AIRBORNE SPREAD
SPECTRUM TRANSMITTER AND FIXED· MICROWAVE SYSTEMS

A. REQUIRED DISTANCE SEPARATION (KILOMETERS) FOR 100% DUTY CYCLE

FIXED ANTENNA • MAXIMUM ALTITUDE (METERS) -
DISCRIMINATION ANGLE 300 600 1500 3000 6000 .

0 141 km 201 km 241 km 265 km 354 km
10 132 188 230 254 356
30 120 177 220 241 330
90 113 167 198 198 198

180 105 116 116 116 116

B. REQUIRED DISTANCE SEPARATION (KILOMETERS) FOR 1% DUTY CYCLE

FIXED ANTENNA * MAXIMUM ALTITUDE (METERS)
DISCRIMINATION ANGLE 1000 2000 5000, 10000 20000

0 121 km 177 km 220 km 241 km 330 km
10 109 153 153 153 153
30 48 48 48 48 48
90 22 22 22 22 22

180 - <10 <10 <10 <10 <10

.Azimuth Angle Between Fixed Antenna Boresight and Direction to
Airborne transmitter
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area, the use of one system that effectively excludes all other band users from
the same area cannot 'be considered as effective use of the band. Any such
planned use could only be permitted on a secondary non-interference' basis, and
would be limited to specific geographic areas as determined on a case-by-case
basis. Such use should not limit the introduction or expansion of other
conventional systems in the same area.

Channel Plan

A channel plan is not, at present, employed in the 1710-1850 MHz band. The
users of fixed and mobile systems are free to choose any frequency in the band,
subject of course, to any case-by-case restrictions imposed within the normal
spectrum planning and assignment processes of the IRAC. The advantages and
disadvantages of using a channel plan are discussed in the following paragraphs.

One goal in the spectrum management process is to develop regulations and
procedures that are simple to administer while at the same time efficiently and
economically accommodate the various requirements of band users. The use of a
channel plan can serve as' an aid in achieving this goal. Conversely, a plan that
is overly rigid can impede the introduction of new or unique applications of the
bands. Thus, at the outset any channel plan to be considered must allow for some
flexibility in its application. Also, the 1710-,1850 MHz band is not empty. A
new plan for a band that has a large number of stations already assigned may be
difficult to implement.

The spectrum management process becomes simplest to administer when a given
band is used by a uniform class of similar syste:ms, e.g., fixed microwave links
all of the same bandwidth. The Federal Communicat Lons Commission (FCC) has'
applied this approach in managing a number of non-Government bands. In using
this approach, the interference criteria, separation requirements, etc., can be
simply defined and applied by frequency managers in a straightforward manner. It
should be noted that such a management process is not necessarily the most
efficient use of the band.

Due to increased spectrum congestion, sharing among various services has
become a necessity in many bands. The 1710-1850 MHz band is occupied by a widE
variety of system types with many varying eharacteristics as described in the
Phase I study. The appropriate sharing criteria to be used among the various
systems are, in general, not well defined and "worst-case" assumpti~ns are
typically used. Additionally, some combinations of systems tend to share
frequencies much more compatibly than other~s. The following examples will
illustrate how an ordered approach to assigning frequencies in this band can
improve spectrum efficiency.

ConsidEr first the random intermixing of systems with various bandwidths
within the 1710-1850 MHz band. The FCC, in its channeling plans for the adjacent
1850-2200 MHz band, separates the narrowband and medium bandwidth micro~avE

systems into distinct subbands. Wideband systems with bandwidths greater than
10 MHz are not permitted by the FCC in those 'bands. A simple hypothetical
problem can be addressed to demonstrate that such an arrangement can, indeed,
result in better use of the band. It is f:Lrst assumed that the 1710-1850 MHz
band is clear of assignments and new stati~)ns will be assigned to the band at
random frequencies. The frequencies chosen will be subject only to the condition
that the necessary bandwidth does not fallout of the band nor overlap 0ther
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previously assigned stations. For stmplicity, the stations will consist of
50 percent with one ,MHz bandwidth and 50 percent with 10 MHz bandwidth, the
sequence also to be chosen at random. The process will stop and the band will bE.
considered sa turated when a clear frequencycann.ot be found for a chosen station.

Figure 4-2A shows the results of one trial of the experiment for the first
15 randomly chosen stations. The 16th station chosen was wid€band and could not
be accommodated based on the aforementioned rules. In r-eal life the agency
submitting such an assignment application would indeed fe€l that the band was
sat.ur-ated since the: agency needs were not being met. Repeated trials' using a
simple ·C(')InPuter routine shoved that thea.verage number of stations assigned under
these gIven assumptions was 17.3.

Now oorusider changing the rules for this model slightly. Instead of
completely random frequencies,the following is assumed. The narrowband systems
will b,.econfined to the 1710-1720 MHz portion in one MHz increments, and the
wideba.nd systems to the remainder using 10 MHz increments. Figure 4-2B is the
result of one trial under these ground rules using the same random sequence of
stations. In this example 21 stations were assigned before failing. REpeated
t.r-La l e using the computer routine showed an average of 19.5 assignments or a
13 percent increase in band utilization. The model also showed that for the
a.ssumptions used, the optimum, division of the band would be to permit the
narrowband systems to operate within a 20 MHz subband , as opposed to 10 MHz.
With this change, the band utilization was increased 40 percent over the -random
assignment approach for a 50/50 mix of 1 MHz and 10 MHz bandwidths.

Any number of variations could be made to this assignment problem.
Assignments could be made random at first. Then after X assignments the above·
channeling scheme could be introduced. This variation would attempt to consider
the faet that any actual channel plan would not be initiated with an empty band.
One could genpralize the model to more realistic environments to include
guardband requirements, a larger variety of bandwidths, etc. While these
variations have not been attempted, it is postulated that while the specific
numbers would change, the same trend is expected to pr-eva i l.. While this Example
is obviously not a rigorous mathematical proof that a channeliqg plan improves
band utilization, the results, as well as the experience gained .from other bands,
have strongly suggested such is the case.

An extension of this argument relates to· the frequency separation
requirement for equ1pments located in close proximity. The required frequency
separation is determined for a given situation by calculating the
carrier-to-interferenc~ ratio at the victim receiver and comparing this ratio
with an appropriate criteria such as that developed by the EIA. Figure 4-3 shows
representative 0/1 criteria for various combinations of 24 and 300 channel
equipments.

It is observed from the curves, that when the 24 channel equipments are
intermixed together, relatively small frequency separations are required.
Similarly, when the 300 channel radios are intermixed, larger frequency
separations are required as expected. However, when the 24 and 300 channel
equipments are intermixed, in particular a 24 channel transmitter and a 300
channel receiver, the wider separation requirement of the 300 channel receiver
predominates. For example eOrlsider an environment that includes both 24 channel
and 300 channel equipments. It is ~imple to show that the arrangement which
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minimizes the total spectrum committed is where 24 channel and 300 channel
systems are grouped separately. For an environment consisting of two each of 24
and 300 channel transmitters and receivers, the following shows the best and
worst ordering of assignments~

Rx(24') , Rx(24), Tx(24), Tx(24), Tx(300·), Tx(300),Rx(300), Rx(300)

Worst Rx(24), Tx(300), Rx(24), Tx(300), Rx(300), Tx(24), Rx(300), T(24)

arguments for further subdividing the
also has to do with the frequency

[1976J has provided specific
use in coordination among' fixed

For the first case, only one large frequeney separation is requir€d which
involves a 300 channel receiver, i.e., between the sixth and seventh assignmEnt
(transmitter-to-transmitter and receiver-to-receiver separation requirements are
typically modest). For the second case four are present. This trend would hold
for any combination of wideband and narrowband systems, i.e., the total spectrum
committed is minimized when narrowband and wideband assignments are grouped
separately.

Several additional factors can provide
band into specific channels. The first
separat~on between assignments. The EIA
carrier-to-interference (ell) criteria for
microwave systems.

An example will be.used of a 300 channel receiver being interfered with by a
300 channel transmitter. The required ell ratio between these equipments as e,
function of frequency separation, following EIA criteria, is shown in Figure 4-3.
The sharp peak occuring at a frequency separation of approximately 1.3 MHz'
r~sults from beats occurring between the desired and undesired carriers which
fall within the desired signal baseband. For systems with different. capacities,
the peaks will have similar magnitudes but occur at different frequency
separations., Such a high level of required protection results in quite large
required distance separations, and thus less effective geographic sharing of
frequencies. Clearly, these specific frequency separations should be avoided,
which a channel plan can easily accomplish.

A final point is based on the spectrum management principle called out in
Section 8.2016 of the NTIA Manual. It states " ... where feasible and consistent
with frequency allocation and assignment plans, t6 assign the most heavily
occupied channel before resorting to those less heavily occupied." In this way,
the frequency assignments are made such that the increase in total spectrum space
committed is as small as possible. Thus, the possible spectrum available for
future radiocommunications requirements will be maximized. The mathematical
basis for this policy is given by Zoellner [1973J. While this policy would be
applicable across the spectrum, it has been applied to a very limited extent in
the bands used by the Land Mobile Service. In general, no simple m~chanism

currently exists to implement this policy. Again, if a channel plan were
developed in which there existed a priority ordering of channels, the intent of
this principle could be achieved.

Based on the discussion presented, a channel plan for this band would
significantly improve ,the utilization of the band to more effectively accommodate
the various needs of the band users. At thE~ same time the potential spectrum
available for future radiocommunication needs for the band will be maximized.
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As a first ptoposal, TABLE 4-4 identifies a possible channel plan which
divides the band into segments for three classes of assignments~ those with
ba.ndwidths less than or equal to 2 MHz those .with bandwidths between 2 and
10 MHz; artd those with bandwidths greater than 10 MHz. This plan achieves the
objectives desired for an ordered approach to frequency assignments, namely 1)
flexibility to- accommodate the various needs of the agencies 2) minimizes
interactions between less compatible systems 3) max~mizes interactions bEtween
·the more compatible systems 4) avoids specific undesirable frequency separations
between sy,stems, and 5) provides a procedure for implementing Section 8 .2. 16 of
t'ne NTl! Ma.nu,sl.

The cb.oi'ce for the bandwidth limitation for the various sub-bands was based
on oharacteristios of" fixed and mobile systems ourrently used and expected for
use in the band . The 10 MHz sub-bands will accommodate multichannel FDM/FM links
up to 60,0 channel's (with 140 kHz deviation per channel), the Lar-geat capacity,
expected fbI" the band. The 2 MHz sub-bands can accommodate capacities up to 96
channels. These sub-bands are paired with 90 MHz separation, a convenient value
for go and return paths o·f a micro-wavelink. Wideband equipments, such as video
links,generallydo not employ two directional paths, thus not requiring a paired
sUbband~ andean be,accommodated in the central 40 MHz portion. Spread Spectrum
systems with bandwid'ths greater than 40 MHz must be treated separately.

It ~s, of course, recognized that existing assignments must be
"grandfathered" into the band without change. The plan is aimed at future
assignments to assure adequate spectrum will be available for these future needs.

FREQUENCY ASSIGNMENT

The frequency assignment of a station is generally the final stage .in the
overall spectrum management process. To assure efficient use of the spectrum it
is essential that accurate data and effective procedures are used in this
process. In the ~ollowing paragraphs three areas of possible improvements are
discussed which are particUlarly applicable to the 1710-1850 MHz band.

G'bvernmentMast-er .File __Improvements

The Government Master File (GMF) is the principle tool used in managing the
aastgnment.s used by the Federal Government. As such ; complete and accurate data
in the file are essential for an effective spectrum management process. As part
of this study,a revi,ew of the parameters used in the GMF has been ma.de to
identify possible modifications and/or improvements in the GMF structure.

One area where additional data would be benefic1.al is the specification of
modulation par-amet.er-s for FM stations. Cur-r-entLy , the only parameter in the GMF
forFMsystemswhich relates to modulation is the authorized bandwidth. As a
result of hena congestion, more refined frequency management techniques become
necessary requiring more deta.ile'd data. Providing modulation par-amet.er-s for the
GMFforFMstations. would permit frequency managers to more effectively assure
compliance with rules andr'egulation-s, choosing optimum interference criteria,
coordination,etc.

The provision for aCl'ditionalm:odulation,parame'ters in the GMF has already
been implemented for pul'se·clr;adarsin cer-t.af,n bands . For these radars, t.he rpul.se
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TABLE· 4-4

PROPOSED CHANNEL PLAN° FOR .FIXED AND MOBILE ··STATIONS
IN THE 1710-1850 MHz BAND

The following channelization plan shall be followed for·· new Fixed and Mobile
stations in . the 1110-1850 MHz . band granted .aastgnment.s after _.0_._. .Equtpment
previouslygranteddevelopmentaloroperationalauthoritymay continue to bperate
without regard to the requirements of this plan until If existing
assignments preclude the application oof this ..• plan for specific stations,
alternative pairing arrangements of the identified center frequencies should be
examined. before using center freque,ncies not given.

OVERALL~AND CHANNELIZATION

Bandwidth Limitation

BW < 2 MHz
2 MH:~ < BW < 10 MHz

tr

"
BW < 40 MHz
BW < 2 MHz

2 MHz < BW ( 10 MHz

"
u

1710-1720 MHz
1720-1730 HHz
1730...1740 MHz
1740-1750 tviJ1z
1750-1760 MHz
1760-1800 MHz
1800-1810 MHz
1810-1820 MHz
1820-1830 MHz
1830-1840 MHz
1840.1850 MHz

Freguen~y Subband

SPECIFIC CHANNELS

Stations with BandWidths less than or equal to 1 MHz

1. 1710.5, 1800.5 MHz 6. 1715.5, 1805.5 MHz
2. 1711.5, 1801.5 MHz 7. 1716.5, 1806.5 MHz
3. 1712.5, 1802.5 MHz 8. 1717.5, 1807.5 MHz
4. 1713.5, 1803.5 MHz 9. 1718.5, 1808.5 MHz
5. 1714.5, 1804.5 MHz 10. 1719.5, 1809.5 MHz

Stations with· Bandwidths greater than 1 MHz and· less than or equal to 2 MHz

1. 1711, 1801 MHz 4. 1717, 1807 MHz
2. 1713, 1803 MHz 5. 1719, 1809 MHz
3. 1715, 1805 MHz

Stations with Bandwidths greater than 2 MHz and less than or equal to 5 MHz

1. 1725, 1815 MHz 5. 1745, 1835 MHz
2. 1730, 1820 MHz 6. 1750, 1840 MHz
3. 1735, 1825 MHz 7. 1755, 1845 MHz
4. 1740, 1830 MHz

Stations with Bandwidths greater than· 5 MHz and less thanar equal to 10 MHz

1.1725, 1815 MHz
2. 1735, 1825 MHz

3. 1145, 1835 MHz
4. 1755, 1845 MHz

Stations with Bandwidths less than or equal to 40 MHz

1. 1760-1800 MHz

Notes:

in accordance withSection
frequencies shall be chosen

categories from .the highest

1) In order to assign frequencies
.8.2.16 to the maximum ·extent,
within each of the indicated
available channel on each list.

2) Frequencies withinthesubband 1760-1800 MHz are available for
use by any fixed or mobile station without regard to center
frequencies or bandwidths, prOVided that the authorized
bandwidth is totally confined within these limits. Stations
which do not require· paired ° frequencies~ should ° use this sub-band
to the marimum extend possible.
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duration and pUlse repetition rate are requirect, which were adopted for the same
reasons as given above.

For FM systems, the most meaningful parameters are the maximum modulating
frequency and the peak frequency deviation. For systems employing FDM/FM
modUlation, an alternat.iveset of parameters would be the number of channels and
the rros deviation. per channel~ These parameters can be included in the GMF
record in the same manner as pulse para.meters are currently included for pulsed
radars, namely as an appendage to the equipment nomenclature field.
Specifically~ a proposed procedure for including these data in the asSignment
record isasfollows~ As an appendage to the equipment nomenclature field of an
FM assignment record, the follawingcodescouldbe used. For FDM/FM systems, the
symbol CH would be added followed by the numberC)f voice channels and the symbol
DEV followed by the rms frequency deviation per channel in kHz. For other types
of FM systems, the symbol FM would be added followed byth!i maximum modulating
frequency and the symbolFD followed by the peak deviation in kHz.

With the incorporation of these parameters into the GMF, the use of
worst~case assumptions in spectrum management decisions could be reduced. The
result would bea more effective frequency assignment process.

Another key parameter for systems in this band is the maximum altitude for
airborne equipment. Such information is critical in establishing the
interference range of an airborne transmitter since the radio line-of-sightis a
function of altitude. Without altitude data it becomes necessary to assume a
worst-case altitude of, for example, 6,000 to 12,000 m~ters, resulting in
potentialline-of-sight interference paths of up to 400 kilometers. If the
station were in fact used only aboard low flying aircraft,suchashelicopters,
the worst-case assumptions would be overly conservative and the actual
interference range limited to less than, for example, 160 kilometers. The area
might appear congested when in fact additional stations could be accommodated"

Again inclusion of these parameters into theGMF record would not require
any format changes since altitude data is already required far airborne earth
stations. Including altitude data for all aircraft stations could be
accomplished identically to that process as described in Chapter gof the NTIA
Manual.

A significant portion (15%) oftheGMF records
experimental stations. These stations are designated
codes as follows:

in this band consists of
by one of six station class

xc =
XD =
XE =
XM =
XR =
XT =

Experimental' Contract Developmental Station
Experimental Developmental Station
Experimental Export Station
Experimental Composite Station
Experimental Research Station
Experimental Testing Station

While these symbols do distinguish between the various categories of
experimentation such as research,developmental,etc., they do not indicate the
nature of the radiocommunications service such as fixed, mobile, etc. Although
all such stations are on a secondary non-interferen,eebasis,knowledgeof the
radio service is important in establishing when the non-interfering status must
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be invoked. Airborne stations obviously have a larger interference range than
land based stations .. An indication of the station's nature of service mayor may
not be in the textual part of the GMF record but is not required. incorporation
of additional data into the experimental station class codes is possible without
format changes by observing that the existing experimental station class codes
are limited to two letters while the GMF record format permits up to four.
Adding a two-letter suffix to the existing codes to indicate thE nature of
service such as fixed (e.g., XTFX) , or aeronautical.mobile (e.g., XDMA) , would
significantly enhance usefulness of this field. While this would obviously rule
out the use of the available three- and four-letter station codes as suffixes,
the €xisti.ng two-letter codes adequately cover most categories.

Frequency Assignment Principles

In the interest of effective spectrum management, a numbEr of frequency
assignment principles have been incorporated into the NTIA Manual. These
principles havE to do with such issues as the use of the minimum necessary
transmitter power (NTIA Manual Section 8.2.19), assigning the most heavily used
channel first (Section· 8.2.16), maintaining the occupied bandwidth as ClOSE as
possible to the necessary bandwidth (Part 5.5), etc. Two additional principles
of good'spectrum management have been used in the past but are not currently
explicitly stated in the NTIA.Manual.

The first has to do with re-use of frequencies within a system .. It is
generally accepted that frequencies within a n1etwork of fixed microwave stations
should be re-used to th~ maximum extent possible. A recent study [Matos, 1979]
has shown that considerable spectrum can be saved, and thus remain available for
future assignments, by application of this principle. For many instances, it is
possible to operate an entire multiple-hop microwave network on four frequencies
by good site engineering and fr€quency' re-use. Networks in which three or more
paths converge to a central point will obviously reqtiire more than four
frequencies. Frequency conflicts with other networks may also require deviating
from a four-frequency plan.

This principle applies equally as well to mobile stations,especially those
which are intermittently used. For example, many of the airborne stations
operated in this band are used for testing or tactical/training applications.
Actual transmissions may be as low as a few hours per week. For such cases,
re-use of the same frequency by time-sharing becomes a feasible option. In the
milita.ry test areas, time-sharing is accomplished by the area or local frequency
coordinator.

Because of the advantages offered, it is proposed that a statement be
adopted in the NTIA Manual to further encourage this practice. ThA following is
a possible wording of this proposal:

Proposed Addition to Chapter' 8 of the NTIA Manual

B.2.44 He-use of Frequencies Within a System

In the interest of efficient use of the spectrum, frequencies within a
network of fixed or mobile stations should be re-used to the maximum
extent possible. In this way, the total spectrum commited to any given
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syst.em will be minimized. Fqr multi-hop fixed microwave systems, a. four
frequency plan should be considered unless existing assignments and/or
system design require the use of additional frequencies. Mobile systems
which are intermittent in nature can efficiently re-use frequencies by
time-sharing or operational scpeduling. This technique should be
cons.Ider-ed where practical.

A second principle deals with the authorized bandwidth of a station. It is
stated in Par-t 5.5 of the NTlA Manual that the occupied bandwidth of an emi.aston
should be ma.intained as closely as practical to the necessary bandwidth. While
this principle does provide a guide\~ine on minimizing the occupied bandwidth, no
current guidelines or regulations exist to limit or minimize the necessary
bandwidth except for specific cases. For example, Chapters 4 and 5 of the NTlA
Manual place restrictions on the necessary bandwidth for certain land mobile
applicatiofts. For the majority o~system types, no limitations are imposed.

Consider a frequency modulated video link. A typical maximum modulating
frequency of 4.2 MHz and a peak deviation of ± 4 MHz might be used for such a
link resulting in a necessary bandwidth of 16.4 MHz (using the Carson Rule as
previously deacr-fbed ) . However, under present regulations, it woul.d be
permissible to emp.Loy any value of frequency deviation, for example, ± 10 MHz.
This w:ould r-eeul, t in a neeesary bandwidth of 28.4 MHz. Unless dictated by system
requirement.s, such a use is wasteful of spectrum.

For many frequenc'Y' modulated systems, considerable flexibility is possible
in the choice of the peak deviation. TABLE 4-5 shows a number of typical'
parameters for FIlM'/FM links. As seen, the use of the higher frequency deviations
does improve se',nsitivity but at the expense of la.rger spectrum occupancy. Take
for exampl,e the choice between using '100 .kllz or 200 kHz rms per channel deviation
for a 120-channel link (third and fourth column from right in T.ABLE 4-5). The
use of 200 kHz results in a 1 dB improvement in sensitivity but a 60 percent
increase in' necesear-y bandwidth. As bands become more congested, the choice in
favor of spectrum conservation is the preferable option.

In' order to encourage such a policy, the following is a proposed addition to
the NTlA Manual:

Proposed Addit.ion to Section 8.2.45 of the NTlA Manual

8.2.45 Use of Lowest Practical Value of Necessary Bandwidth

En t.he de,sig'n. o:f a radiacommunication system, the necessary bandwidth
should be used which maximizes the efficient use of the spectrum. For
fpequeny; mod.ula.ted s1.gna.ls., this entails the use of the lowest practical
value of' f':re.que·ncy' deviation which is consistent with the quantity and'
quality of . information being transmitted. For systems using
ba.nd-spreading techniqu.e.s, e. g. , spr-ead spectrum, other factors must
also be' considered, such as anti-jam requirements or power-flux density
limitations.

C.oordination Of Frequenqy Assignment's

New assignments proposed by a Federal agency are reviewed and coordinated
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TABLE 4-5. TYPICAL PARAMETERS FOR FDM/FM LINKS

OPERATING QANDS
DOMESTIC (MHz)

Private MW-Operatlonal Fixed: 1850-1990,2130-2150,2180-2200 INTERNATIONAL (MHz)
u.s. Govemment: 1710-1850,2200-2290

PARAMETER UNITS Public, Fixed: 2110-2130,2160-2180 CCIR REC. 283-2 CCIR REC. 382-~

FREQUENCY BANOS MHz 2130-2150, 2110-2130 1850-1990 1700-1900, 1900-2100, 1700-2100.
2180-2200 2160-2180 2100-2300 1900-2300

EMISSION DESIGNATOR/NECESSARY BW MHz 800F9 1600F9 3SOOF9 SOOOF9 l0000F9 .70 1.36 2.12 3.70 2.00 2.85 4.60 7.23 11.63

RECEIVER IF BANDWIDTH MHz 1.3 2.5 5.6- 8.0 20.0 1.3 2.5 5.6 5.6 5.6 5.6 8.0 12.0 20.0

CHANNEL CAPACITY NO. OF 24 36- 48 48 72 96- 132 252 132 252 312 312 480 600 612 24 60 60 60 120 120 120 300 600CHANNELS

TOP BASEBAND FREQUENCY KHz 108 156- 204 204 300 408 552 1052 552 1052 1300 1300 2044 2660 2540 108 300 300 300 552 552 552 1300 2540

RMS/CH TT DEVIATION KHz/CH 41.8 33 26 79.8 63 46.9 134 65 200 136 100 200 200 142.8 148 35 50 10q 200 50 100 200 200 200RMS

PILOT FREQUENCY KHz 119 331 331 331 331 607 607 1159 607 1159 1499 1499 3200 3200 3200 119 331 331 331 607 607 607 1499 3200

PilOTDEViATiON KHz/CH 20 16 13 40 31 24 67 33 100 68 50 140 140 100 100 20 25 50 100 25 50 100 100 140RMS

ICCIR - OPT OPT OPT OPT OPT OPT STO STO STD STO STO STO STO STO STO OPT STD STO STO STO STD STO STO STO
EMPHASIS

fFlAT FM - STO STO STO STO STO STO OPT OPT OPT OPT OPT OPT OPT OPT OPT STO OPT OPT OPT OPT OPT OPT OPT OPT

RECEIVER THRESHOLO
(30dB SIN flat wtd. @ receiver -dBm 93.6 88.3 83.9 93.0 88.2 83.0 90.3 81.0 90.4 87.4 82.9 85.2 83.9 79.8 80.5 92.1 90.0 91.5 93.5 84.4 89.4 90.4 86.7 83.1
port with std. emphasis)



with members of the Frequency Assignment Subc9mmittee (FAS) of the IRAC to
identify potential frequency conflicts with existing stations. For the majority
of cases, sufficient distance and/or f'requency separation is available to
existing .et.at fona to clearly indicate compat.Lb.Ie operation. In other cases, the
comp'atibility issue is not as clear. In general, a standard approach to
identifying frequency conflicts among various classes of stations is not
followed. Due to time considerations and lack of adequate data, worst-case

. ~s.sumptions which are often applied, lead to inefficient spectrum management.
For exaap.Le J an agency may maintain a minimum distance separation of 1.50 miles
between cochannel fixed assignments regardless of equipment characteristics,
ant.enna orienta,tio,o, ete . Such a practice would typically prevent interference
~excep-t for very hig,h sd t e elevations) but would be overly conservative in many
cases.

For coo-l"dination among fixed microwave systems employing FDM/FM, the EIA in
its Bulletin, 10-C [EIA, 1,976] ha.s developed a detailed coordination procedure
based orr ["ecognized t.echnfques . This procedure is described in the CCIR and
elsewhere Gj;"o,.:r examp·le [Panter, 1972]). Bulletin 10-C provides techniques for
calcl;lla.,ting car'r'ie·r-to-interference ratios for acceptable performance of a link
o:aSi,ed on a giverl level of interference power in a sing.le voice channel. Al though
based on somew;nat conservative protection criteria, ElA procedures are recognized
anct used t.hroug.hout much of the microwave industry .

.It WO'llld: appear to' be in the interest of good spectrum management to
r:ecogn'ize the lEl.A p-rocedures· given in Bulletin 10-C as a standardized approach in
resolVing f'r-equency conf'Lfct s among fixed microwave links using FDt'i/FM
modulation. A pr-oposed statement to this effect for inclusion into the NTIA
Manual is' given b·elow:

8.2. 46 Frequency Coor-dfnat.Lon Among Fixed Microwave Systems Using
FDM/F'M

Conflicts occasionally arise over the 'use of a radio frequency which
involves fixed md.cr·owave links using FD'M/FM modula.tion. For such cases,
it is desirable to employ a standard procedure for' identifying' the
conflicts in a manner that is both spectrally efficient and provides the
degree of interference protection necessary. The procedures described
by EIA's Bullet.in lO-C are widely r-ecognized by the microwave industry
and should be used b'y Federal agencies to the extent possible.

Ad'ogtion of a sta,ndardized coordination procedure for other types of fixed
and/or mobile sta,tions is a more complex issue and is beyond the scope of this
report. Special cons:tderation required for space and spread spectrum systems is
given in Sections 5 and 6 7 respec>tively, of this report.

A preliminary f,ixed microwave interference automated model has been
deve'l.oped as part of t.nis atudy . The model can be used as both an engineering
aid 'for analysis purposes as well as an assig.nment tool by frequency managers.
The mod-el in its, present ~orm is simply an automated version of the interference
c'riteria developed by the EIA in BulLet.In lO-C (1976). As such, it is limited to
ev-alu,ation of interactions among FDMiFM fixed links only. Future effort may
e'x,pand': the model to include other types of systems.
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The model select~ environmental systems from the GMF based on frequency band
(currently limited to 1710-1850 MHz, but expandable to other bands)- and distance
culls (typically 200 km). Data on proposed links are entered via computer
terminal and include only parameters currentli required for frequency assignment
·on Form NTIA-19A. The model examines interactions involving environmental
transmitters to new proposed receivers as well as new proposed transmitters to
environmental receivers. The carrier-to-interference (C/I) ratio is computed at
each receiver using link parameters, free space propagation loss, and CCIR (1978)
antenna gain patterns. The computed C/I values are compared against tabulated
ell threshold values based on EIA noise perfc.rmance criteria. Since certain
parameters required by the ElA procedure are not available from the GMF,
assumptions are incorporated into the model. These include channel loading,
emphasis/de-emphasis, frequency tolerance, and receiver selectivity. Although
the assumptions are conservative (i.e., worst-case), the model provides a
significant c~11 of potential interference interactions. The links that fail the
CUll, that is, the computed C/I is less than the tabulated threshold values~ can
be ex~mined manually by considering terrain dependent propagation loss (both
short and long-term),. actual antenna gain patterns, receiver selectivity,
operational signal-to-noise and interference requirements, etc.

The madel will accept ~ultiple proposed Itnks so that frequency managers can
examine the SUitability of alternative sites, and/or frequency schemes. If a
channel plan is adopted for this band, such as that proposed previously herein,
the model could be expanded into a frequE~ncy assignment model as an aid for
frequency managers in choosing optimum frequencies.

Appendix A discusses the model in more detail giving input parameters anq
operating information.
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In the H;'tlA.'i M'a~ftua,l, 'G;o",e,r'nme;nt f:ootocite 4,2- of the National Table t, of Frequency
Alla,cations, pr'o'vides 'for certciin space functions i.n the 1710-1850 MHze,a'nel as
follows:

GU2 .. Spa,ceeommand.':,. c,onTt~rol,. rang;e, and range' rate systems:' for earth
statto:n tram$miis~s'ion o,n,Iy' '(including installation's on.certai.n
ria,v!1' Sh'1p:s) may be acc:ommod'a·:t,ea, on a co-equal basis wtth the
fi.x,ed' ancl mOibile, s,e,rvices, in' the band 1761-1842' MHz. Sp,ecific
f:req:uen.c,l.;,E!Si. rr;eql,l:ireci': t.o beused at any location wtll be s'atisfied
ona.eoio,rad,in:at.ed; c'as:e:_·,Q,y'-·casje b,'a;sd~s;.

TJlis foot:no'te a;(!'e,ommod;a,tes t'me Air' FO'l!';ee:' Sipa,ce: G,l'o:und' Link .Subsystem CSGLS) which
eml/>loy's up-:patt'l':s:tm, th'1s band a:n~, do,wf:1~'~ath.s' in the 22()Q..229o.' MHz band, This
sy;st:em is u;sed t,o J:1)lIflO.v'i d:e tracking:, tele;metry and' command service's to a wide
va:l"'i.ety ,of' g'eo'stattomal'y" a,rJ.ci" nOl1~ge;o'$'t,att,a;mlary" military) s'atel1ite's.

At pre:s;ent."t,he Stil"S arIel 'related' telst sys',tems ane th:e only space aasd.gnment.s
in the111'O.... tS.,5;(!I.II: ma:fuiL. r'he,· IJ)'ol)lNA.S,A,; Spa,ce Sl'1.uttle vehicle inclu.clesan SGLS
comp:a;,t,ibIe tr-CiD;Srtl'it:te'l?/r'eeeiver and is cons'idered a parto! the overall SGLS
sy,st.em,

In thisse·ct.fo.rr" 'tw,o sUJ\)j'ec:ts will be addr-eesed; the char-act.er-Lstd.ca and
o'peration o,f t,rle SG1..S a.nd! ttLe comgatfbility/coord'ination requireme.nts wi.th·
terre:stri:al ·syst.em,s:.

Sat.elliteControl Facili.ty (SCF) stations are' located at four s'ites within
t.he U:nited States ",a;R'd.Pos;s'essiolls with nominal c:haracteristics as given in TABLES

5-1 and 5,-2. T,ne ~:SGLS'p.roees,s:es·' variou,s combination's of up-path data to develop
tl'l<ebasebEl'Q,dc.o,mpo.nerrtsa·nd modula.tion indices required in, the, RE' up-path to ,the
SGLS·in·strum'ent;ed. s'pa.cecraft. The generalized composite up-path spec t rum is
shown in Figure 5-1

1
" . TA.BL.E 5-3 provides a typical up-path link analysis.

tlsi.ng t;b:e n'om,in..8:1 $':ystemparametersa,s well as geometric considerations, the
'Worst sig.nal-to'-i.nterferen:~'e (SI1) ratio at the SGLS space station can be
calcnllat;ed as follow's.,

( 1 )

Ps,'P r = IJesired, und,esired transmitter power in d,Bm
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TABLE 5-1

SGLS NOMINAL UP-PATH CHARACTERISTICS

Transmitte~ Power

Frequency

Frequency Accuracy

Spurious Outputs

Modulation (command)

(command sync)

(ra.nging)

Antenna Size
Gain
Polarization
Minimum Elevation

Spacecraft Ga.in
Line Losses
Sensitivity

Variabl~ to 10kW, maximum. Operation is
normally confined to power levels < 1 kW

Twenty pre-set channels (see TABLE 5-2).

.!0.OO2%

-40 dB @ +8 MHz
-45 dB @ -:;8 to .:t5O MHz
-50 dB @ >+50 MHz-

Keyed tones of 65, 76, & 95 kHz switched
at 1 or 2 kb/s rate.
Modulation index - 0.3 or 1.0.

Amplitude modula.tion of the command
tones with triangular waveform.
Bit rate - 0.5 or 1.0 kb/s
Modulation index - 0.5

Direct sequence pseudo random noise
modulation at 1 MHz rate.
Modulation index - 00125 or 0.3

14 met ers
42.7 dBi
RHCP

5 degrees

o dBi Typical
6 dB Typical
-113.8 dBm Commanding
-105.4 dBm Carrier Sensing
-105.4 dBm Ranging

Distribution of Power Carrier 87%
Command 4%
Ranging 9%
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TABLE 5-2

SOLS RF Frequencies

SG'LS
CHANNEL

UPLINK
TRANSMISSION

FREQUENCY

DOWNLINK RECEPTION FREQUENCIES
CARRIER I CARRIER II

1 1763.721 MHz 2202.,500 MHz 2197.500 MHz.
2 1767.725 MHz 2207.500 MHz 2202.500 MHz
3 1771.729 MHz 2212.500 MHz 2207.500 MHz
4 1775.733 MHz 2217.500 MHz 2212.500 MHz
5 1779.136 MHz 2222.500 MHz 2217.500 MHz
6 1783.740 MHz 2227.500 MHz' 2222.500 MHz
7 1187.744 MHz 2232.5.00 MHz 2227.500 MHz
8 1791.748 MHz 2237.500 MHz 2232.500 MHz
9 1795~752 MHz 2242.500 MHz 2237.500 MHz

10 1799.756 MHz 2247.500 MHz 2242.500 MHz
11 1803.760 MHz 2252.500 MHz 2247 . 500 t-tlHz
12 1007.764 MHz 2257.500 MHz 2252.500 MHz
13 1181.768 MHz 2262.500 MHz 2257.500 MHz
14 1815.772. MHz 2267.500 MHz 2262.500 MHz
15, 1819.775 MHz 2272.500 MHz 2267 . 500 MHz
16 1823.779' MHz 2277.500 MHz 2272.500 MHz
17 1827.783 MHz 2282.500 MHz 2277.500 MHz
18 1831.787 MHz 228'7.500 MHz 2282.500 MHz
19 1835.791 MHz 2292.50q MHz. 2287.500 MHz
20 1839.795 MHz 2297.500 MHz. 2292.500 MHz·
21 Frequency synthesizer providing continuous tuneability for

downlink signals having frequencies ranging from 2202.5 MHz
to 2292. 5 MHz.

• Frequenc.ies not authorized in Table of Allocations.
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Gs = Desired transmitter antenna gain in dBi

Gr = Undesired transmitter antenna gain in the direction
of the satellite in dBi

DS,D I = Desired, undesired distance' separation to the satellite
in kilometers.

From an interference standpoint, fixed links represent the worst-case
interference because of the typically higher EIRP involved. A tropospheric
scatter link may have an EIRP on the order of 110 dBm; aline-of-sight fixed link
will have an EIRP of 60-80 dBm and a mobile system may have an EIRP on the order
of 50 dBm.

Since a troposcatter link may have an EIRP of a similar magnitude as the
SGLS transmitter, 'it is simple to show that under certain geometric relationships
the SII at the satellite can be equal to or less than 0 dB for cochannel tuning;
this would be clearly unacceptable. Thus eoordination of any new proposed
troposcatter links must be undertaken to assure compatibility with SGLS spac€
transponders. Development of such a coordination procedure is beyond the scope
of this report.

For line-of-sight microwave links, various possible interfering geometrics
are shown ~n Figure 5-2. In TABLE 5-4, computed S/1 values are given for-these
various conditions. For those calculations the micrc~wave antennas were assumed
to be aligned to 0 degrees elevation, employing 80 dBm EIRP (47 dBm of power and
33 dBi gain), and an off axis antenna gain (G) pattern as described by the
following equation:

G(dBi) = 38
G(dBi) = 38 - 20 log e
G(dBi) = 0

for'
for
for

0° < e <: 1.8°
1 .8°(" e <: 33 °
33° (" e < 180°

It is easily seen from Figure 5-2, that the interfering power level does not
depend on the proximity of the terrestrial and earth station transmitters, but
rather on the distance Dr and the off-axis gain of the terrestrial transmitter
antenna. Thus a terrestrial transmitter located thousands of miles from the
earth station could rEsult in the same received levels as one located immediately
adjacent.

For the calculations in TABLE 5-4 two extreme situations were assumed;
maximum terrestrial antenna gain and minimum interfering distance represented by
paths Drl' and DIZ respectively, on Figure 5-2. Refraction effects 'of the
atmosphere were not considered in these calculations.

TABLE 5-4 shows that the worst case (lowest) expected C/I ratio for thia
interaction is 23 dB. By examining, individually, the three up-path functions,
i.e., commanding, carrier sensing, and ranging, it can be shown that no
degradation to the SGLS up-path is expected.

First, consider the ranging signal. As given in TABLE 5-1 the ranging
sigrial comprises only nine percent (-10.8 dB) of the total uplink power. The
effective C/I considering only the rang~ng signal is then reduced from 23 dB to
12 dB. Because of the processing gain provided by the pseudo-random coding, the
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TABLE 5-4

Calculated C/I Ratios for SGLS Receiver

SATELLITE ALTITUDE SATELLITE ALTITUDE
EARTH = 161 KILOMETERS = 36,500 KILOMETERS

STATION·
ELEVATION MINIMUM MAXIMUM MINIMUM MAXIMUM

ANGLE DISTANCE ANT. GAIN DISTANCE ANT'. GAIN

5 C/I = 37.7 dB C/I = 22.7 dB ell = 54.3 dB C/I = 22.7 dB

90 = 55.7 = 40.7 = 55.7 = 24.1



'ranging signalcanfu'nc·tionsatisfactorily wi·t:h a signal-to-noise ratio of 0 dB
as indicated by the vpar-amet.ee-s given Ln T.ABLE 5-1. Since interference will
appearv.aa-addf.t.LonaLvnod.se int'hereceiver -du-eto the spreading effect of P'RN
processing {even·an unmodul.at.ed car-r-fer will appear as broadband noise after
pr-oceasd.ng), th-e available CII ·will be more than adequate to preclude
degradation.

Interference to the carrier sensingfun:ction of the SGLS is likewise not
expected. Since the carr-Lervof theSG:LSsignal comprises 87 percent (-0.6. dB) of
the total up-path si.g.o-al,t.heworst-CEtSeC/I wouldb'e23 -0.6 =22.4 dB. This
level is expected to besufficie'nt to protect this function. This is especially
true ifthecnannelplan pr-oposed in Sectio'n4 is followed, since the interfering
ca.rrierswould besufficie.ntlyremoved from the SGLS carrier frequencies.

'Finally" co·n·side;-r t.he command f'unet.Lon . The command signal compr-Lses only
four percent of the total up-li.n.kpower so 'that the resulting worst case ell for'
this function would be 23 - l4= 9G1B. Again it is observed that if the channel
plan pr-oposed inSectio:n4 is adopt-ed , sufficient frequency separation is present
toavoida.ny interactions :between the .interfering carriers and the command .tones.
Theminirpum s.epar-ation under th'ese' condi.t.Li.ons would be at least twice the
maximum baseband frequency (95,kHz) of the SGLS command signal. The speeLf'Lo C/I
value for a.cceptableperformancehas not been determined for this study. In
Lnt.er-acttons between frequency-modulated signals, significant problems. are
typically .avoid.ed when interfering signals within the desi.red signal baseband are
avoided . For this reason com.patibleoperation is expected.

Thus, if the channel plan for the proposed Fixed and Mobile Stations is
adopted, compatible operation is expected. Without the channel plan, the
Lnter-f'er-Ing carrier could co.nceivably . fallon one of the command tone
frequencies. For such cases, the worst-case Cllof9 dB mayj-eaul t . in marginal
perf'ormanoe . These worst case condi tions are very low probabili ty events. For
example, no ·fixed (line-of-sight) .stationassigned in the band uses the maximum
permitted value of 80 dBmEIRP, with 60-70 dBm beLng typical. Worst-case antenna
assignments for bothSG'LS and fixed stations were also used Ln the calculations.
If these conditions do occur, the SGLS has up to 10 dB more power (10 kW)
ava Ll.ab.le whfch is more than adequate to assure satisfactory service.

Earth Station Transmitter to Terrestrial Receiver

Because of the high. power, high antenna gain, and multiple channel operation
of the SGLS, an obvious potential exists for interference to terrestrial
receivers Locat.ed near the sites. However , it must not be assumed t hat the
SGLS transmitters completely "sterilize" the environment around the sites for all
other users of the 1110-1850 MHz band. The following shows that with adequate
coordination and site engineering, other users can be accom~odated in the
vicinity of the earth stations.

In TABLE 5-2, the channel plan used by the SGLS is given. Under existing
rules and regulations, terrestrial systems do not employ a channel plan and can
use any frequency in the ba.~d. Analysis of such interactions would be somewhat
compLex and must be accomplished on a. ca.se-by-case basis which is beyond the
scope of this report. If, however, the channel plan proposed. in Section 4 of
this report is adopted, the analysis and coordination of such interactions is
greatly simplified ,(since the two channel plans can be compared and conflicts more
easily identified.
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TABLE 5-,5

CII PROTECTION. RATIOS IN dB FOR SGLS TO FIXED MICROWAVE INTERFERENCE

FIXED
RECEIVER MAX. NUMBER OF CHANNELS
FREQUENCY BW

(MHz) (MHz) 24 48 96 120 300 600

1725 10 -18 -18 -18
1730 5 -10
1735 10 - 6 - 6 - 6
1740 5 3
1745 10 14 14 ]4
1750 5 28
1755 10 44 44 44

Note ( 1)

1800.5 1 50 50
1801 2 50 50
1801 .5 1 50 50
1802 2 50 50
1802.5 1. 50 50
1803 2 50 50
1803.5 1 50 *64
1804 2 50 50
1804.5 1 50 50 .
1805 2 50 50
1805.5 1 50 50
1806 2 50 50
1806.5 1 50 50
1807 2 50 50
1807.5 1 50 *64
1808.5 2 50 50
1808.5 1 50 50
1809 2 50 50
1809.5 1 50 50
1815 10 *65 *66 *71
1820 5 *57
1825 10 50 *70 *75
1830 5 50
1835 10 50 *66 *71
1840 5 *53
1845 10 50 50 50

Note 1: Frequency use between 1760 and 1800 Mtiz is not considered in
this table.

Note 2: Values indicated with an asterisk are possible interactions
involving carrier beat.

* = Interactions involving carrier beat
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First consider interactions between the SGLS earth station transmitters and
fixed microwave r-ecetvers.. The protection criteria necessary ,to assure
interference free operation of the microwave receivers can be derived from
previously discussed 'procedures given in Section 4. It has been shown that
interference to microwave receivers -can result from three mechanisms: carrier
beat, sideband beat, and receiver desensitization. The carrier beat and receiver
desensitization are not functions of the interfering modulation waveform and can
be treated in the same manner a.s discussed in Sectiqn 4 and Appendix A. The
criteria for sideband beat interference is more difficult to establish but can be
derived from equations provided in EIA [1976].

Evaluation of those equations using the emission spectrum shown in
Figure 5-1 for the SGLS and typical fixed microwavE spectrums given by the EIA
[1976], shows that in all cases of interest either the carrier beat or receiver
desensitization criteria dominates.

Recognizing this, it is possible to construct a table of the required ell
protection criteria for SGLS to fixed microwave receiver interactions for each of
the individual channels in the previously proposed channel plan. TABLE 5-5 shows
the calculated criteria for the various channels and typical channel capahities
for the microwave links based on the above criteria.

It is observed from TABLE 5-5 that, due to the available frequency
separation, the lower frequencies can be shared (i.e., lower required Gil ratios)
much more e~sily than the higher frequencies which are cochannel or adjacent
channel. Thus a st.r-at egy for more effective sharing between the SGLS and fixed
microwave receivers would be as follows:

a. Terrestrial links should follow the channel plan identified
in Section 4.

b. Avoid the use of those channels which result in carrier beat
irtteractions (indicated with an asterisk on TABLE 5-5) to
the extent possible.

c. In a given microwave link (two-way), the receiver antenna
which is ai~ed toward the SGLS site should use the lowest
frequency possible.

Following these practices, a sample calculation can be made to illustrate the
degree of compatibility as follows:

where

C/I = ( p + G - G
i it ir

(3)

Gil = required elI protection ratio assumed to be 50 dB

Pd, = Desired transmitter power in dBm assumed to be 5 watts (37 dBm)

Gdt = Desired transmitter antenna gain in dBi assumed to be 28 dBi

Gdr = Desired receiver antenna gain in dBi assumed to be 28 dBi
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Ld = Desired path propagation loss in dB calculated to be 130 dB
(for 1800 MHz and 25 miles separation assumption)

Pi = Interfering transmitter.power equai to 70 dBm (10 kW maximum)

Gi t ~ Interfering transmitter antenna gain equal to 15 dBi worst case
(based on five degrEe minimum elevation)

Gir = Receiver antenna gain in the direction of the interfering
transmitter in dBi

= assumed to be 0 dBi (discrimination angle
greater than' 33 degrees)

Li = Interfering path propagation loss in dB

Substitution of the assumed values yields

50 = (37 + 28 + 28 -130) - (70 ,+ 15 + 0 - L i)

Li = 172 dB

For typical terrain and antenna heights, this amount of propagation loss can be
achieved with a distance separation of approximately 65 km (40 miles).

While any proposed assignment for a microwave link in the vicinity of the
SGLS earth station must be evaluated on a case-by-case basis, the above example
indicates that relatively small distance separations are required relative to the
established coordination contours [NTIA, 1980J.
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SECTION 6

PACKET RADIO

Packet Radiots a system developed b~ the ,Defense Advanced Research Projects
Agency (DARPA) as a test-bed for various packet switching communication studies.
Packet switching is a technology that was developed for digital networks of
point-to-point communication links. Common ca.rrier telephone networks were
designed for voice traffic and are not ideally suited for digital data
transmission, especially computer origipated. Packet switching, on the other
hand, is a natural mode of communication for computers. Computer generated
traffic is characterized by a very low duty cycle in which a short burst of data
is sent or received followed by a longer quiescent interval after which
additi6nal traffic will again be present. With this low duty cycle, multiple

, users could timeshare a single communications channel efficiently. Packet Radio,
extends this packet switching technology to the domain of radio communications.
Packet Radio employs a communications architecture whereby a number of
geographically distributed users can communicate among themselves by packets of
digital information. The ba.sic structure consists of randomly distributed'mobile
user terminals and one or more central stations (usually fixed). The functions
of a central station are associated with management of the radio net. The
centra.l station determines the route to each of the radios in the net and plays
an active. role in initializing, organizing, and maintaining the operational
network. Using a common wideband channel and spread spectrum multiple access
techniques, the system attempts to demonstrate an overall increase in spectrum
efficiency as well as end-to-end survivability of information. The Packet Radio
concept and its capabilities are still primarily in the research stage, but
significant progress has already been achieved in the development of three"
systems: the Experimental Packet Radi6 (EPR), the Improved Packet R~dio (IPR),
and the Gpgraded Packet Radio (UPR). Another system, the Low Cost Packet Radio
(LCPR), is in the planning stage.

The EPR system has been under experimentation since 1975 using a 20 MHz
portion of the 1710-1850 MHz band. The EPR has been approved by the IRAC for
experimental operation at six locations in the U.s. These locations ar-e : San
Francisco, Los Angeles and San Diego, CA, Wa.shington, D.C., Boston, MA and
Dallas, TX. Presently there are 28 EPR sets located a Fort Bragg, N.C. with a
few at Rockwell International in Dallas, TX for maintenance. The testing of the
EPR primarily concerns the implementation of the various concepts incorporated
into this radio. The problems of maintaining connectivity of a mobile
packet-switched spread spectrum system have been overcome. In the 1979-1980 time
frame, experiments were made at Fort Bragg (18th Airborne Corps) in a fixed mode
where the concept of using the EPR for various military computer based equipment
wa~ investigated. In the 1980-1982 time frame (fall 1980 initially) mobil~

operation in a tactical environment will be studied. The EPR will be deployed on
jeeps and rotary-wing aircraft.

The IPR is identical to the EPR but with a. different processor. There are
27 ~PR sets deployed at Stariford Research Institute in the San Francisco Bay
area. The station portion of the radio net is under development here. Since the
radio portions of the IPR and EPR are identical, both systems will be identified,
hen~eforth, in this report as the EPR.
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A more recent dev~lopment is the UPR. The UPR is a spread spectrum system
utilizing the entire' 1710-1850 MHz band (i.e., 140 MHz bandwidth) and differs
from the EPR design only by its ,enhanced el~ctronic-counter counter-measures
(ECCM), low probability of intercept and position location capabilities for
tactical environments. Presently, there are three UPR sets located at the
Rockwell plant in Dallas where the several ECCM techniques are undergoing tests.
The UPR was not listed in the GMF'during this study, but spectrum support for
experimental operation (stage 2) was recommended by the Spectrum Planning
Subcommittee (SPS) of the lRAC with certain conditions. These conditions
include, among others:

1. No aeronautical mobile operation except in support of coordinated
tests.

2. Prior to stage 3 operation application, DoD in consultation with
NTlA, as required, undertake a test program to more completely define
the EMC aspects 'of introd~cing this spread spectrum system into the

, band.

3. Any request for spectrum support 'for aeronautical mobile operations,
identified during stage 3, be supported wi th an analysis and test. data
demonstr2ting that compatibility can be achieved with other agency
operations.

There are no plans at present to deploy the UPR elsewhere or in an airborne
configuration.

The LCPR is a proposed spread spectrum system utilizing a 20 MHz bandwidth,
and some ECCM techniques developed by the UPR tests~ It will be smaller (0.0033
cubic meters (200 cu.in.) as opposed to 0.028 cubic meters (1 cu. ft.) for the
EPR and 0.085 cubic meters (3 cu. ft.) for the UPR) and less expensive than the
other systems. As stated before, this radio is still in the design stage but the
planned' deployment for experimentation involves both airborne and strategic C3
reconstruction. To date, no spectrum support from the SPS for the planning stage
(stage 1) has been requested for the LCPR.

PACKET RADIO EMC

The Packet Radio systems because of their sprea.d spectrum operation should
be able to tolerate other users in the 1710-1850 MHz band, although thei~ impact
on these other users, especially the fixed point-to-point microwave equipment,
has been identified as a potential problem area. In an effort to assess the
impact of the potential interference of these Packet Radio systems, two
theoretiea.l EMC analyses have been completed: one for the EPR [Newhouse, 1977l
and one for the UPR ,[ Crandall, 1980] . Both a.nalyses assumed a land mobile
deployment for the Pa.cket Radio transmitters (Figure 6-1) and were performed
following a procedure developed for analyzing interference caused by spread
spectrum signals [Newhouse" 1978]. A summary of salient procedures and results
of each study is presented next ..
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Experimental Packet Radio

A preliminary EMC analysis was performed to evaluate the impact of the EPR
transmitter on typicial'receiving systems in t~e 1710-1850 MHz band in five
initial locations the EPR was to. operate experimentally. The measure of
compatibility employed was the level of ,the Ipterference-to-Noise ratio (INR) at
the IF amplifier output of the victim receiver. The distance separation that
yielded an INR'equalto a predeterm~ned,threspold value was presented for the
.following conditions: two propagation paths (smooth-earth and cluttered), three
transmitter-receiver antenna coupling~ (mai.n-beam, side-lobe, and back-lobe) and
cochannel and adjacent channel operation considered ,for each of the four
representative receiving systems. The EPR transmitter cha.racteristics used for
this analysis are listed in TABLE 6-1 and the representative microwave receiver
technical characteristics are listed in TABLE 6-2. The thre~hold peak INR was
'determined to be equal to 10 dB for the first three receivers listed in TABLE 6-2
and -6 dB for the' last. The resulting required distance separations between the
EPR and the victim receivers are shown in TABLE 6-3. The results presented in
TABLE 6-3 included only those for smooth-earth paths.

Upgraded Packet Radio

An identical procedure w~s employed for the EMC study of the UPR's impact on
the existing environment. This study addre~ssed the parameter difference between
the EPR and UPR (i.e., emission bandwidth, chip rate, packet length, and duty
cycle). Instead of considering specific locations (as done for the EPR study), a
more general environmen~ was addressed. The UPR was identified as a potential
source 'of interference to tactical radio relay links, air-to-ground video links, .
ACMI/ACMR receivers and meteorological satellite downlink receivers as well as.
the fixed microwave links. The required distance separations were calculated for
various antenna height combinations as well as for three anten~a' couplings.
Smooth-earth propagation paths that are clear' of obstacles were assumed. Since
the UPR uses the entire 1710-1850 MHz band, only cochannel operation was
considered 'for the victim receivers. Adjacent channel operation was considered
for the meteorological satellite downlink: receiver which operates in the
1690-17.10 MHz band. Since the duty cycle of the UPR system is variable, results
are presented for the two extreme values in order to bracket the required
distance separations for all cases. The UPR transmitter charac~eristics shown in
TABLE 6-4 and the victim receivers characteristics shown in TABLE 6-5 were used.
The threshold INR was determined to be -6 dB for all·of the victim receivers in
this study. The resultant required distance separations between the UPR
transmitter and the five receivers are shown in TABLE 6-6. The results presented
here were condensed from those presented in the UPR report to include just the
two antenna height combinations that represented the range of distance
separations. Similar results were obtained by another approach [Matos, 1980] to
determine relative compatibility of the UPR to its environment. The interference
criteria used for this approach was based on a permissible interference power
level of -130.8 dBW in a 4 kHz reference bandwidth for analog receivers an~
-104.9 dBW in a 1 MH~ reference bandwidth for digital. The results from Matos'
application required distance sepa.ration on the order of 50 to 70 kf.Lometer's .
Under some terrain conditions, sharing may be feasible at distances of 6
kilometers.
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TABLE 6-1

EPR T·RANSMITTER PARAMETERS USED FOR THE EMC ANALYSIS

FREQUENCY (Tunable) 1710-1850 MHz
POWER 10'watts
CHIP RATE 20 Mchios/sec
TYPE OF MODULATION MSK differentially

~ .~ ~ ~i'1 ~n~(\t. 'urn

PACKET I,ENGTH 1 ms
PACKET SPACING 100 ms
DUTY CYCLE 1 percent

40 MHz
...,

RF BANDPASS :1 dB BANDWIDTH
ANTENNA GAIN 9 dBi (omni-directionally)
ANTENNA HEIGHT 3 meters

TABLE 6-2

PARAMETERS OF VICTIM RECEIVERS USED IN EPR ANALYSIS

IF Bandwidth Noise Figure Antenna Gain
Nomenclature (MHz) (dB) (dBi)

AN./GRC-50 3 17 17 (mainbeam)
10 (sidelobe)
0 (backlobe)

WESCOM 200 1.6 9 25 (main'beam) a
10 (sidelobe)
0 (backlobe)

Farinon Electric 4 11 25 (mainbeam) a
8S2200 10 (sidelobe)

0 (backlobe)

Microwave TV J.,ink 25 10 25 (mainbeam) a
10 (sidelobe)
0 (backlobe)

aRadiationp.attern assumed to be similar to Andrew Corporation, Type P4-19
antenna (1.2 meters dish, 1.7 to 1.85 GHz).
sidelobe based on 9 off of mainbeam
b.acklobebasedon30 off of mainbeam
receiver antenna.height = 30 meters

bAssumed value.
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TABLE 6-3

REQUIRED DISTANCE SEPARATIONS IN KI~OMETERS BETWEEN
EPR TRANSMITTER AND THE VICTIM RECEIVERS

(1% DUTY CYCLE)~

Antenna Coupling
~. Degree of Off-Tuning (I\F)

Victim Receiver Mainbeam Sidelobe2 Backlobe3

AN/GRC-50 21.5 kms 17.5 kms 11 .5 kms < 5 MHz
10 7 4 15 MHz

WESCOM 34 22 16 < 5 MHz
200 19 10.5 6.5 15 MHz

Farinon Electric 32 20.9 14.5 < 5 MHz
SS2000 18 10 6 15 MHz

MICROWAVE TV 40.5 31.5 23.5 0

Link 25 15~5 10 20 MHz

lBased on ~mooth-earth propagation path.

2Based on 9° off of mainbeam.

3 Based on 30° off of mainbeam.
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TABLE 6-4

UPGRADED, PA,eKET RADIO TRANSMITTER TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS

FREQUENCY RANGE 1710-1850 MHz

CENTER FREQUENCY (FIXED) 1780 MHz

EMISSION TYPE M·140F9 (140 MHz at 99.5% POWER)

TYPE OF MODULATION Direct Sequence Spread Spectrum with
Minimum-Shift Keying (MSK)

SPREAD SPECTRUM SIGNAL BANDWIDTH 92.5 MHz

POWER 0.001 to 10 Watts (10 Watts used for
this analysis)

CHIP RATE 92.5 MHz

INFORMATION RATE 90 kbps or 360 kbps

PACKET LENGTH 0.7 to 40 ros (10 ms .typical)

DUTY CYCLE 1% to 90%

ANTENNA GAIN 9 dBi (Omnidirectional in Azimuth)

ANTENNA HEIGHT 3 m and 46 m (for this anal:ysis)



TABLE 6-5

PARAMETERS OF. THE VICTIM RECEIVEES USED IN THE UPR ANALYSIS

TYPE OF REPRESENTATIVE IF BANDWIDTH NOISE FIGURE ANTENNA GAIN(l)
SERVICE EQUIPMENT B R (MHZ) - F R (dB) G (dBi)

POINT-TO POINT GTE LENKURT 22 8 28.7
FIXED 779 F1 0

-15.3

RADIO AN/GRC-50 1.2 9 19
RELAY 0 (2 )

-10 (2)

AIR~TO-GROUND REMOTELy PILOTED 12 9 (2 ) 31.2
VIDEO VEHICLE 0 (3)

-10 (3)

ACMIIACl1R ACMI 1.5 9 (2 ) 26
-1 (3)
-8 (3)

METEOHOLOGICAL 'fIROS-N 1.5-20 1.4 47
SATELLITE -10

-10
I . , a

(1) - Antenna Gains are Listed in the Order of Main-Beam, Sidelobe
(90 degrees off boresight), and Backlobe Gains

(2) - Assumed

(3) - Obtained from typical antenna Radiation Pattern Envelopes
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TABLE 6-6

REQUIRED DISTANCE SEPARATIONS IN· KILOMETERS BETWEEN
UPR TRANSMITTER AND THE VICTIM RECEIVER

VICTIM RECEIVER hT = 3 m hT = 46 m ANTENNA
hR = 46 m hR = 137 m COUPLING

1% Duty Cycle 90% Duty Cycle 1% Duty Cycle 90% Duty Cycle

POINT-TO-POINT 32.5 kIns 51.5 kIns 76 kIns 95 kIns mainbeam
FIXED 12 25 34 68 side10be

5.6 14.5 7.5 51.5 back10be

RADIO RELAY 23.5 40.5 66 84.5 mainbeam
11.5 24 31 67 s LdeLobe
7.5 17 11.5 58 back10be

AIR-TO-GROUND 33 52.3 77.5 95 mainbeam
VIDEO 11.• 5 24 31 67 sidelobe

7.5 17 11.5 58 back10be

ACMI/ACMR 29 47 72.5 92 mainbeam'
10.5 23.5 27.5 66 sidelobe

8 19.5 14 59.5 back10be

METEOROLOGICAL ---- --_.... ----- ---- mainbeam
SATELLITE 0.8 5.6 0.8 5.6 sidelobe

0.8 5.6 0.8 5.6 back10be
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Summary

The conclusion of these analyses is that there is a sharing problem between
the operation of the Packet Radio systems and tqe existing environment in the
1710-1850'MHz band. This problem can be minimized or elimina.ted by the provision
of protected· areas around the identified receiver sites which are determined by
the required distance separations given in TABLES 6-3 and 6-6. Significant
reduction of the required distance separations can be accomplished by frequency
'separation for the EPR as shown in TABLE 6-3. Frequency separation is not
possible w'ith the UPR in the 1710-1850 MHz environment. Avoiding mainbeam
antenna couplings can also reduce the .required distance separation as can be seen,
on both tables. These protected areas, are considered conservative due to the
various worst-case assumptions made in these analyses. A measurement program to
determine the effect of the Packet Radio systems on the identified receivers,'
especially the fixed microwave links, should be accomplished. Mea.surement
results not onlj would determine a better criteria for the implementation of the
Packet Radio into its intended environment, but could be used in the refinement'
of the prediction and analytical techniques presently used for spread spectrum
systems as a whole.

PACKET 'RADIO DEPLOYMENT

The . Packet Radio technology is undergoing continuing research and
development. This technology and the capability inherent to packet switc~ing

provides f'or many of the future tactical needs of the military. Secure and
reliable voice and digital communications a.nd survivability due to packet
sWitchirig are two important capabilities of the Packet Radio. Some examples 6f'
future applications are found in numerous publications. Of particular interest.
is the potential checkerboard deployment described in an article in Aviation Week
arid Space Technology [Klass, 1979] and the potential airborne" deployment
described in this and other articles [Fossum and Cerf, 19791. The 'checkerboard
deployment ,of the Packet Radio would involve the installation of 5,000 to 10,000
small Packet Radio repeater stations throughout th~ continental U.S., spaced
within line-of-sight range, roughly 32 kms from one another. The philosophy
behind.this deployment is to provide survivability of communications in a wartime
environment. Even if many communication repeaters were destroyed or
incapacitated by nuclear missile attack, there would still be many survivi~g

radios that could by circuitous routing maintain connectivity across the U.S.
The conCE~rn here is that if the Packet Radio is deployed in the 1710-1850 MHz
band, a Packet Radio transmitter will be well within the protection area of many
receivers identified in the previous EMC studies, such as to cause severe
degradation to these other services. Many' of these other serviCeS, such as the
fixed microwave links for dam control or tactical weapon systems are vital in a
wartime environment. Thus, a checkerboard deployment of the Packet Radio ca.nnot
be a.ccommodated in this band as proposed. Accommodation could be made by the
deployment of a limited number of Packet Radios around military bases in
conjunction with either packet-switched land lines or point-to-point
communications to complete the checkerboard network. Also, using only the
narrowband Packet Radios or the provision of a narrowband mode on thE UPR cou1:d
be used to obtain frequency separation as well as distance separation to avoid
interference to the other users in the 1710-1850 MHz band.

As
~he airborne deployment of the Packet Radio

mentioned before, the EMC studies performed
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operation of the two Packet Radio systems. Any airborne use would increase the
presented constraints' (required distance separations) due to t~e greater
line-of-sight visibility of the Packet Radio' transmitter (see Airborne Spread
Spectrum in Section 4 of this report). Also, the inability to time share and
unavoidable cochannel operation would make accommodating widespread use of
~irborne Packet Radios difficult in this tiand .. Compatible operation riould only
be achieved by flight restrictions such as coordination of flights on a
case-by-case basis and authorization orily on a secondary non-interference basis.
'At the present time, no airborne tests are planned for the UPR. A limited number
of airborhe tests are planned for the EPR in late 1980 and 1981. The EP~ tests
are to take place at Fort Bragg, North Carolina. To accommodate both the testing
of the EPR and compatible operation of the existing environment in the 1710-1850
MHz band, it is recommended that these flight restrictions be incorporated into
the EPR test plan. It is also recommended that a systems review of the EPR be
performed so that any new planned deployments (airborne and location, in
particular) could be addressed by the SPS. A stage 1 system review for LCPR
would also appear warranted to allow guidance toward proper deployment of this
system to the existing environment.
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SECTION 7

STUDY OF CONGESTED AREAS

As of January 1980, there were 1380 frequency assignments listEd in the
Government f"laster File (GMF) for the 1710-1850 MHz band. The geographic
distribution of these assignments is shown in Figure 7-1. From this figure, it
can be seen that some areas Exhibit a higher density of frequency ass~gnments

than thE U.S. as a whole. WhilE the total number of assignments in this band is
not excessive, it ~ill be these areas that will be impacted the mest as spectrum
usage increases. lherefore, in an attempt tc identify future problems and te
develop possible solutions and guidancE towards good frequency management of this
band, several of these apparently congested regions were Examined in some detail.

Five general areas were identified for this stUdy. They are: the Northeast
coastal rEgion, the lenessee Valley Authority (iVA) rEgion, the Gulf area, the
Southwest region and the Pacific NorthwEst. The beundaries that d£fine'thesE
areas werE chosen, som~what arbitrarily, to coincide with existing frequency
managem€ntdistricts wherever possible. State boundaries were used for th~

Pacific Northwest Region and the bosten-New lork-Washington corridor was used for
the Northeast coastal regi6n. After the regions were defined, the assignments
within them were classified into various categories. These categories include
station class, users, type of service, and equipment characteristics~ lhe
categories selected for discussion were those which would give the reader 6n

appreciation of how the band in each ef the congested areas is presently used and
in what quantity. For each region, potential problem areas, if any, WEre
identified, and recommendations ~ere provided for future assignments as ~€ll as
same modifications to Existing ftequency management proc~dures.

NORTHEAST COASTAL REGION

The Northeast coastal region includes portions of the states of Maryland,
DelawarE, New Jersey, New York, Connecticut, Rhode Island, Massachusetts,
Vermont, New Hampshire, and Maine as shown in Figure 7-2. Within this area,
there are 151 frequency assignments. ThE assignments in this ares are used
predominately by the military services with 115 assignments versus 36 for
non-military use. In this breakdown the Coast Guard and Corps of Army Engineers
were considered te be non-military agencies due to their peace-time function and
type of equipment used. The breakdown of the assignments into station cl&ss is
as f o.lLovs : 69 for the fixed service, 39 for space t.eLecommand and tracking, 31
for experimental testing, and 12 for the mobile service. There ar~ 16
assignments associated with airborne operations. The agencies involved and their
respective number of assignments are: Army (59), Air Force (49), Navy (15), GSA
(14), and thE Coast Guard (14).

Of th€ 59 Army assignments, 24 are devotEsd to an experimental testing link
between Fort Monmouth and Fort Dix in New Jerseyo A fixed communication link in
the New York Harber arEa involves 16 assignments using the AN/GRC-50 radio set.
There are four land mobile assignments located at AberdeEn Proving Ground,
Maryland. All of thE mobile assignments in this region are locat€d in Maryland
with the exception of a Navy scoring system in N€~ Jersey. There are eight
assignments fer fix€d communications used by the Corps of ArffiY EnginEErs: four
are located at the Chesapeake and Delaware Canal and four are located in
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Massa.chusetts. lhe r-emaam.ng seven Arrny assignments are f or the AN/GRC-50 rad.i c
Located at A.rmy bases throughout the region. Of the 1+9 Air For-ce assignments, 39
are devoted to th€ spac~ tracking and telecommand station at N€~ Bosten, N€w
Hampshir€. ihis station is seen in Figure 7-2 ~ith the Extended arrows on eithEr
sidE of the plot ~hich indicate thE direction to the two associated geostationary
space stations .Of the remaining ten Ai'r Force assignments, four are devoted to
the experimental testing serviCE, four to thE fixed service, ar!d two to thE
mobile service. Nine of these ten Air Force assignments involve airbornE
operations located throughout the region. Of the 15 Navy ass i.gnment.s , 12 are
located at or near the Patuxent River Naval Air Station, ~laryland. 'Ihe se
ase Ignment s ar-e used for various test .range operations. One ass Lgnment is for
th€: Experimental Packet Radio located in Boston, Massachusetts, onE: is for 0

fixed communication link betw€:enFisherman's Island, New York to New London,
LonnectLcutj vand the remaining assignment is the miss-distance scoring sys t em in
N£w J~rsey mentioned before" The 14 GSA assignments compriSE a fixed
point-to-point communication system for a life and property alarm \-Jhich links
togEther sites in Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont and Massachusetts. 1he 14 Coast
Guar-d assignment.soo.mprise two Vessel 1raffic Service (VTS) systems. OnE
involving fO'urassignroents located in M.assachusetts and the: other sy s tem Ls
located around the N<£w lark Harbor area. Both V1S systems ut i LLze the Motorola
MR-200 'I"Q'di() set ,

One loeation Ln the rE.gicn which exhibits some degree of conge s t i on is t he
NEW YorkH.arbor a,reawhich includes an Army communication link and a Coast Guar-d
VIS system jointly u·sing26 frequencies. Since all of t he se assignments in this
region ar€.groundbas€d, the complexity of t he frequency management process is
mininliz€d. Ho'W€ver,plans for additional stations in the New York Harbor ar-ea
should includeef fLo Lsnt spect.r-um management practices. These LncLude USE of..
minimum transmit tervand r-ece I ver. bandwidths, highly dire.ctional antennas, and
bth€r pr~ncip1es idEntified in Section '4 of this report. Use of ~n automated
interfErencE model such as that described in Appendix A would assist in assuring
eompat i bLe ops rat.Lon , A second location where growth ma.y be limited is in the
New Eoston, New ,Hampshire ar-ea where the SGLS earth station is Loca t eo .
Thirty-nine8ssign'ments,across the 1762-1841 MHz band are authorized for this
sta.tion. Co€xisting ill the: same general area, is part of the GSA mi cr-cwave link
involvingsixas.signments.Following procedures described inSe.cti.ons 1+ and 5 of
this repcrt J limi~ed additional assignments to other stations are possible in
thisare8.

The boundaries of the TVA region, as defined in the N1lA Manual, arE:
bounded on the west by the Mississippi River, on the north by the parallEl of
latitude 37°gCr',N,and. on the east and south by that arc of the circle with the
centeratSp·ri.ngfielO., Illinois, and radius equal to the airline distance be twe en
Sprringfieldand'MontgOInery, Alabama, sub t endec between the f or-ego i ng west and
north boundaries. Theareacontains 131 frequency assignments as illustrated in
Figure 7-3. All of .the assignments except one are devoted to the fixed SErvice.
1'he one exception is ern Army airborne experimental developmental station at
Re.dstoneArsenal.,Al·abama used for testing the Terminal Homing Project. Of t.he
131 assigrIments, 25 are military (all Army) versus 106 for the non-military
agenciss, For this breakdown the Corps of Army Engineers are coris i der-ed to be
non'""'lmilitar·ybas'ed on their non-tactical mission and type of equipment USEd

(i .'€-., fixed lin.€~of-sight). Of the 25 Army assignments 24 are for the AN/GRC-5C
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radio (4 are located at four Army bases within the 'IVA region and 20 assignments
are devoted to a radio relay net located in north central Alabama used for
tactical training operations by the National Guard). Commercial off-the-shelf
equipment as typified in Appendix B is used by all of the non-military agencies.
Of the 106 non-military assignments, 76 belong to the TVA. Presently, 20 of
these compose-5 frequency diversity link~. ~This number will be reduced to eight
assignments (corresponding to two links) in 1981 when some of the older equipment
will be replaced with non-diversity equipment.

Agencies w'hich have assignments in the TVA region are listed in TABLE 7-1
and are broken down into number of assignments per' state to show general
locations of assignment concentrations. Alabama and Tennessee contain over half
of the number of assignme~ts collectively.

From Figur~ 7-3, it can be seen that the northern part of Alabama is the
only location Within the TVA region which shows any significant congestion. Of
particular concern, is the Browns Ferry nuclear power plant network which is
adjacent to the National Guard radio rela.y net. Any proposed new assignments in
this location, or expansion of either system should employ the frequency
manage~ent principles described in Sections 4 and 5. The Department of lnterior,
which manages the radio frequency selections for . the TVA, manages 90' of 131
frequency assignments in the TVA region. There are no new Interior/TVA systems
planned for this area other than spurs to existing networks. Therefore, this
area' should not experience any difficult frequency management problems~in the
near future provided t~at good spectrum management principles are followed.

. The boundaries of this area were ~hosen to coincide with the area under the
purview of the Gulf Area Frequency Coordinator at Eglin AFB,. Florida. This area
is bounded on the north by the latitude 330 30 ' N, on the east by the longitude
83 0

~ and on the east by the longitude 90 0 W. Within this area, there are 92
fr-equency assignments listed Ln the GMF. Their relative density, and locations
a.re shown in Figure 7-4. The ~ssignments in this area are used predominately for
military testing and training. The agencies involved and the number of
assignments per agency are as follows: 35 for Army, 48 for Air Force, six for
Navy, and three for the Coast Guard. The breakdown of' these assignments by
station class is: 57 for the fixed service, 21 for mobile, and 14 for
experim€ntal teSting stations.

Of the 35 Army assignments, 31 use the AN/GRC-50 radio set (three at three
Army bases and 28 comprise a radio relay net in the Mobile, Alabama area). The
other four assignments are for a Corps of Army Engineers link uti11zing the
Motorola MR-,200 radio also in the Mobile, Ala bama area. Of' the 48 assignments
for the Air Force, 28 are located at Eglin, AFB. The functions of these
assignments include test links for air-to.~air video systems, a.ir-to-ground video
links, and scoring ,systems as well as an AN/GRC-50 radio. The other 20 are
comprised of assigmnents necessarr for an ACMI system and various scoring systems
in the vicinity 'of Tyndall AFB. The six Navy assignments include three for a
missile testing program 'at Eglin, one scoring system (AN/DSQ-40) and two for
gathering oceanographic data. lhe Coast Guard assignments in this area are part
of the New Orleans Vl'S system (located at the extreme left in Figure 7-4).
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TABLE 7-1

FREQUENCY ASSIGNMENT USAGE BY AGENCY IN THE TVA REGION

CORPS OF INTERIOR
STATE ARMY ARMY ENGINEERS DEPT. OF ENERGY TVA (PARK SERVICE) TOTAL

Kentucky 1 4 18 ?3

Tennessee 2 2 30 34

Mississippi 13 13

Alabama 22 13 35

Georgia 1 3 2 6

South
Carolin~ 1 5 6

North
Carolina 9 9

Virginia 5 5

25 10 6 76 14 131
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The concentration pf assignments in this area occurs in the Mobile, Alabama
area and the Eglin AFB area. The assignments in the Mobile area are all fixed
stations. Employing efficient spectrum man~gem€nt practices on future
assignments in this area such as described in Section 4, will ensure compatible
operation. The complexity of equipment types, ,including airborne functions, used
in the Eglin AF~ area may result in difficult management of the band. In
general, the assignments at this base are u~der the jurisdiction of the Gulf AFC
at Eglin and are somewhat geographically isolated from stations of other
agencies. Thus interagency frequency conflicts will be minimized.

PACIFIC NORTHWEST

Jhe Pacific Northwest region is defined here as consisting of the states of
Washington and Oregon. Contained in this area are 114 frequency assignments
belonging to sax Governmentag.encies. most 'of which are for the fixed
point-to-point service for the non-military agencies. The geographic
distri.buti.on of these, aS~~8;t:Un.~nt~ is shown in Figure 7-5. There are 102
assignments for the fixed. service, the remainder being expel"imer+~aj..~~~~j.pgt:lP~}
cont r-ao t development stations and one space telecommand earth station. 'There ar'~:

no mobile stations in this area. There are 98 assignments for the non-military
agencies versus 16 for the mi~itary. Commercial off-~he-shelf equipment is used
by the non-military agencies. The agencies and their respective number of
asargnments (in pa.rentheses) are as follows: Department of Energy (43) , Coast
Guard (34).~ Army (21), Air Force (13), Department of Interior (2), and Navy (1).
The Depar-tment of Energy assignments are distributed throughout the r-egdon-and
are used' i.n support of the Bonneville Power Administration (BPA) for oont.roj,
operation and management of the various BPA power transmission systems. The 34 .
Coast Gua.rd assignments are all used by the Puget Sound VTS system in the,
Seattle, Washington area for communiaations and remote control of radar' sites in
support of harbor radar advisory ship control. Of the 21 'Army assignments, 19
are used ~y the Corps of Army Engineers for various backbone communication
networks. The remaining two are for the AN/GRC-50 located at two Army posts in
Washington. Ten of the 13 Air F6rc€ assignments ar~ located in the Seattle area:
six ar~ for experimental testing of antennas ,being developed for AF missiles and
aircraft, and four are experimental contract development stations used for
factory checkout of the inertial upper stage for the SGLS ,and Space Shuttle
programs. The remaining three assignments located in the Spokane, ltJashington
area, are used for a fixed point-to-point link and· space telecommand earth
station in support of the Defense Meteorological Satellite Program (DMSP). The
two Department of Interior assignments are located in Portland, Oregon and are
used for transmission of hydrologic and meteorological data. The Navy assignment
is an experimental testing station at Port Angeles, Wash!ngton used for equipmEnt
checkout and antenna calibration.

1n this region, the largest concentrations of assignments occur in the Puget
Sound, Washington and Portland, Oregon areas. In the former, there are Coast
Guard and Corps of Army Engineers microwave networks, and Air ,Force and Navy
experimental stations. In the Portland area, there are BPA, Corps of Army
Engineers and Interior networks in close proximity. Since all these are ground
based assignments, follOWing spectrum management practices as described in
Section 4 would assure the ava.ilability of spectrum for future needs.
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SOUTHWEST REGION

The-boundar-Les of this region were c.hosento include two military frequency
coordination districts. One is the Naval Eleventh District-South which includes
the area of California south of the latitude 36()N, Nevada south of the latitude
37° 30' Nand the state of Arizona. The other district is the Army fr'cquency
coordination area of ,White Sands Missile Range: .... (WSMR) which includes New Mexico.,
the U.8. territory within a 240 km.' radius ofwiSMR.(includes FortBliss,Texas),
plus the area of Utah and Colorado that liesbetw€enthe longitudes of 108

0
and

°111~W. These two distr~cts and the distribut~on of fre~uency assignments
contained within them are shown on·the map of the Southwest Region (Figure 7-6).
Wit,hin this region, there are 395 frequency' assignments admi.nf.st.er-ed by 12
Government agencies. The breakdown of the number of assignments per agency as
well as per state and district is given onTABLEI 7-2. As can be seen on this
table, military assignments predominate in t hts region. 'Of the 395 frequency
assignments, 320 are used by the military versus 75 for the non-military
agencies. Typically, these assignments represent numerous military test and
training operations coexisting with various land, water, andpcwermanagement
systems. The number of assignments as well as the variety of systems used in
thisregion,precludes an itemizeddescriptionQfeach as was attempted for the
other congested areas. A general discussion of groups of assignments will be
presented here for the sake ofbr'evity andclari.ty.

Of the 395 assignments, 209 are used by the fixed service, 77 for the mobile
service, 70. repres€ntexperiInental testing or deveLcpment.a.lvat at.Lons and 39 are
used for a spacetelecommand and tracking earth station. Although the breakdown
of the assignments by station class is. convenient and easily tabulated, an
appreciation. of what the general use isof·this band in this area. is not gained.
A betterv bneakdownwoulo be by function. Five general· functional. groupings which
adequately cover all of the assignments Ln this area are as follows : (1)
point-to-pointmicrowavecommunications, (2 )'taetical and/ortraining cper-atIcns ,
(3) test range operations, (4) experimental equipment and (5) satellite
telecommand and tracking operations. Thepc)int-to-point microwave grouping is
made up of 88 assignments. This grouping LncLudes all of the non-military
assignments which are used for the various land and power management sytems
located throughout the region. The remaining assignments are used by the
military on>the various test ranges for point-to-point communications. The
tactical>snd/or training grouping includes the Army AN/GRC-50 radio relay set,
naval command data links, the ACMI/ACMR'systems, .. and . the various scoring systems.
This grouping is made up of 135 assignments or which 60 are for the three
ACMI/ACMR systems in the region and 49 are for the various scoring systems. The
test range operations grouping includes systems used for testing "the various
experimental equipment· (tactical air-to-air data links, weapon systems, etc.)
air-to-groundvideo links for target drone control, and the test range central

.timing systems. This grouping includes 122 assignments, the majority being used
for factory checkout and flight testing of various equipment. The experimental
equipment includes . the packet radio, signalgerLerators for antenna evaluation' and
development and equipment developed to be used in the flight testsef other
experimental systems. There are. 21 assignments for this grouping. The last
grouping includes the 39 assignments to the Air Force at Vandenburg, California.
These<assignmentsare used fortheSGLSuplink eommand and control.
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TABLE 7-2

FREQUENCY ASSIGNMENT USAGE IN THE SOUTHWEST REGION
BY AGENCY, STATE, AND ~ISTRICT

Milita~y Agencies ~on-Military Agencies

AF AR N A C DOE FAA FCC HEW I J NASA Totals

Cal 80 6 77 2 1 1 4 1 172

Nev 39 27 4 70

Ariz 20 7· 27 2 6 6 8 76

11th
Df.st.r-Lct 139 13 104 2 2 27 1 7 6 12 4 1 318

NMex 21 25 12 1 59

Utah 4 2 12 18

WSM'R 25 27 12 1 12 77'·

Totals, 164 40 116 2 2 28 1 7 6 24 4 1 395

KEY:

AF = Air Force
AR = Army
N = Navy
A = Department of Agticulture
C = Department of Commerce

DOE = Department of Engergy
FAA = Federal Aviation Administration
FCC = Federal Communications Commission
HEW = Depart~ent of Health, Education, and Welfare

I = Department of the Interior
J = Department of Justice

NASA = National Aeronautics and Space Administration
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intermixing of the various fixed, mobile, and space applications leads in some
cases to difficul t sharing situations. Of particular concern ar-e t he assignments
for aircraft or ea~th' stations. In both of th~s€ instances, required distance
separation with other users may be large in order to reuse a given frequency.

,TABLE 7-3 lists several key areas wit,hin this region that have major
concentrations afthese two types of stations. Since these identified areas are
associated with specific military bases and/or test ranges in the region, the
same trend will likely continue for. future assignments. To assure compatibility
of future stations in the vicinity of these sites, a case-by-case examination of
any proposed stations within 250 kilometers of these sites in the 1710-1850 MHz
band is recommended.

SUMMARY

The number of assignments reviewed for this congested area study totaled
878, or ap.proximately 64 pe.r cent of the assignments listed in the GMF for the
1710-1850 MHz band. The. total area of these five regions r-epr-esent about 20 per
cent of the total area of-the U.S. In addition to the large concentration of
assignments, th~ diverse nature of the use of this ba~d in these areas tends to
complicate the frequency management process. There are certain measures that can
be tak€n~ however, in addition to the present management process to ensure future
spec.trum in these areas as follows:

1. Avoid frequency diversity - FrEquency diversity uses up at least
twice the available spectrum that a non-frequency diversity link wauld~ .
The guard bands and associated denied frequency bands of harmonics of
the four frequencies may combine in such a way as to reduce the
bandwidth of an otherwise useful center frequency; further'reducing the
available spectrum to other users in a given area ..

2. Minimize bandwidth - For these congested areas wher. ftiture spectrum
may become scarce, the use of the minimum practical "bandwidth would
provide more spectrum for future use and would facilitate spectrum
planning (see Section 4 on channeling plan).

3. Improved technical standards - Proposed new station assignments in
these ar-eas should conform to stringent technical standards to assure
the efficient use of the available spectrum. In particular,
transmitters should have the lowest practical frequency tolerance,
receivers should employ bandwidths commensurate with the associated
emission bandwidth, and antennas should have reflectors of adequate size
to sufficiently reduce sidelobe emissions. Refer to Section 4 for
specific values.

4. Automated Frequency Assignment Model - The advantage of a frequency
assignment m~del is that it can account for all tran$mitter-receiving
pairing qUickly and print-out the denied frequency ranges for link
assignments. The use of such a model would assist the frequency
assignment process at both the agency and IRAC levels.

In addition to these frequency management techniques several other steps
could be taken to assist the present process.
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TABLE 7-3

CRItICAL AREAS WITHIN THE SW AREA IDENTIFIED
WHERE CASE-BY-CASE REVIEW IS·NECESSARY FOR

NEW ASSIGNMENT,S

NAME LOCATION NUMBER OF NUMBER OF
AIRBORNE EARTH STATION

ASSIGNMENTS ASSIGNMENTS

WSMR 32°51'N
N MEX 106°06'W 24

KIRKLAND 'AFB 35°02'N 10
N MEX 106°36'W

GIL/t BEND 32°26'30"N 7
ARIZ 112°56' 30"W

CHINA LAKE 35°41'N 15
CALIFORNIA 117°41'W

PI MUGU 34°07'N' 45
CALIFORNIA 119°07'W

VANDENBURG 34°49'24"N 38
CALIFORNIA 120031'54"'W
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1. Review assignments for technical accuracy - Of the frequency
assignments reviewed for this study,. the er-r-ore ranged from obviously
erroneously listed coordinates to the npt-so-obvious erroneous equipment
'parameters. Effective spectrum management requires that the data used
be complete and accurate. If a receiver in Birmingham, Alabama is to
rec€ive the required protection from a proposed transmitter in that same
are.a, it cannot be done if it 'is listed in t~e GMF 300 kilometers south
of Birmingham. One way to alleviate this problem would be for each
agency to acquire geographic plots of their assignments when they
periodically review them. Power , antenna, information, and emission data
(not to belittle other information) a.realso important to the frequency
assignment process not only for new assignments but to ensure the
protection: of the existing systems.

2. Proper listing of the Mobile systems For example, of the six
ACMIIACMR systems listed presently in the GMF, four were reviewed for
this study;: .the ACMI systems located at Nellis AFB, NV, Gila Bend , AZ
and 'lyndal AFB and one ACMR system located at Yuma, AZ. Although each
system is' identical (the ACMR system uses one less frequency), they are
listed in the GMF four different ways using. different station classes
and various numbers pf assignment to describe them. Since two' of the
nine stations (eight fer the ACMR), use common frequencies, 16 frequency
assignments is all that is neoessary to describe thie system.. .For
'example, since the master...to... remotes uses one fre'quency, this assignment
could be listed with one transmitter and seven receivers in one
assignment listings instead of using seven listings. 'Ihis would make
acc€ss of the system from the file easier and distinguishabl€ from other.
ACMI/ACMR s·ystems in the GMP file. Additionally, as stated in the Phase
I effort or this resource assessment, a more consistent approach should
be followq"d in entering the station classes of the' various components.
T~e following is suggested:

a. Air:-to-Remote - MOEB, Flight Telemetering Mobile Station

b. R€IQote.-to-Air - FLDR, 'I'elecommand Land Station
(Repeater)

c. ·Remote-to-Master - FIER, lelemetering Fixed Station
(Repeater)

d. Master-to-Remote - FID, Telecommand Fixed Station

3. Redefine tbe experimental station classes (XC, XD,rXM, XR and XT) 
The general usage of these station classes implies that the definition
of each is unclear. The sta.tion class XT is used predominately for both
test equipment and equipment being tested. For example, the
Experimental' Packet Radio (EPR) is listed in the GMF as an exp€rimental
testing st.at fcn (XT). By def'tni tion, this station is an Experimental
statio'n used for the evaluation or testing of electronics equipment or
systems ~hich have been developed for operational use~which the EPR is
not. The EPR, more properly, should be either listed a~ an XR or XM
station. An experimental research station (XR) is one used in basic
studies concerning scientific investigations, looking toward the
improvement of' the art of radiocommunications for which the EPR
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qualifies. The EPR also qualifies as an experimental composite station
(XM) w'hich is used in experimental oper-atLons of a complex nature not
readily specified (t.e., packet switphing in the domain of radio
c-ommunications and spread spectrum mUltiple access techniques). The
experimental station classes are also .apparently confused with the stage
of review as defined in the NTlA Manu.al pa.rt 8.3.4). An equipment or
system operating in the experimental. stage (stage 2) is not necessarily
an experimental station. One.way to alleviate the problem would be to
clarify the definitions to reduce the number of ambiguities. It is also
suggested that the station cla.ss parameter , provided on a system review
appllcation to the SPS, bE checked by NTlA and corrected as necessary
before it is entered in the GMF. Since the station class field in the
GMF provides for four characters, it also would be more meaningful to
util:iz€ the remaining two characters to describe the equipment or system
deployment (see discussion under BMF improvements). For ~xampl€, the
EPR could be listed as XRML. This provides for the Experimental nature
of the EPR a~ well as tells of its land mobile (capability.

4. Provision of future sp60trum use Planning is an important part of
, management. If early in the frequency m~nagement process, types and

numbers of equipment ~he user community has on the drawing board were
made known; space for these tut ure systems could be provided for. In
addition, with the knowledge of these future systems, steps could, be
t~ken in advance to alleviate potential problems. An example of this
type of provision' is given in TABLE 7-4. 'I'his type of' information given
by the Department of Interior is very useful not only to the frequency
manager (who accounts for the user community as a whole) but to.
individual agencies interested in the knowledge that these future·
systems can be accommodated in the spectrum when still in ~he planning
stage. These future plans do not have to be adhered to or implemented
at all, but if every agency submitted their intended use in advance,
future accommodation ca~ be assured. Information such as that provided
in TABLE 7-4 should be submitted for Stage I review, in accordance with
Part 8.3 of the NTIA Manual.

5. Spectrum Management Site Survey and Measurements - one of the
proposals of this report, see Section 3, is that stations whose
emissions are intermittent can more efficiently utilize the ba.nd by time
scheduling their use on common frequencies. This is especially true
among certain airborne test operations. The frequencies used for these
operations are often clear of other users within a 100-200 mile radius,
although actual transmissions may last for as little as a few hours per
week. For a given location, many frequencies may be committed to these
operations, whereas, through effective time scheduling significant
reduction in committed frequencies may be possible.

One such ar-ea is Point Mugu, California where 45 assignments on 33
different frequencies are currently authorized for airborne operations.
When considering the bandwidths associated with each of these
assignments the ent Ir-e 1710-1850 MHz band is committed to these airborne
operations.

Two mechanisms for further exam1n1ng the feasibility
scheduling among intermittent operations would be
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.SU'MMARY OF EXPEGTED MICROWAVE SYSTEMS I·N THE 1(71 0-1850 MHz BAND
TO BE PROPOSED BY THE DEPARTMENT OF INTERIOR FOR THE EARLY-1980'S

SYSTE1'1
NAME

Lower Colorado
River

Central Valley
Project

Sn~ke

River

N-o,rth.
Platte

South
Platte

Kansa.s
River

ESTIMATED NUMBER
OF HOP·S

11

8

4

5

1

4

SYSTEM' :CHANNEL
CAPACITY

240

120

24

60

60

12
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AREA AND GENERAL
DESCRIPTION

Along Colorado River
from Yuma, A.R to
Boulder City, Nev.

North-Central Cal.,
from Shasta, to
Sacramento, and from
Gustine to Sacramento.

Snake River area
around Bofse, Idaho'.

East-Central Wyo.,
Guernsey, to Medicine
Bow.

North-Central Colo.,
Blueridge, to Loveland
area.

Northwestern Kan~~s

from Stockton to
McCook, Nebraska.



Management ,Survey and Spectrum Measurement Programs discussed in
Paragraph 8.2.6 of the NTlA Manual. Through the use of the" NTlA Radio
Spec:trum "Measurement System Van, t~e 1710-1850 MHz band could be
"monitored in the Point Mugu area to establish relative spectrum usage.
In conjunction with these measure~ents, a spectrum survey could be
undertaken in cooperation with the Western Area Frequency Coordinator to
obtain further insight into "spectrum usage in this band. Results of
these two efforts should jointly show the spe~trum savings possible from
improved time scheduling techniques.
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APPENDIX A

. Fi~ed Microwave Interference Cull Model

Section 4 of the text provides a general description of a preliminary fixed
microwave interference cull model. This appendix descr~bes the model in detail
including input and output parameters. Figure A-1 shows the basic flow chart for
the model. Tables A·1 and A·2 desotibe the input and output data~ Basic cull
parameters are described in the following paragraphs.

PARAMETER . CHECKING

At present the model is designed to consider only point-to-point fixed
microwave links using FDM/FM modulation in the 1710-1850 MHz band~ Assignments
that dd not meet the following criteria are listed in the output but with no
calculations performed.

Transmitter Gain (GT)

Frequency

Power

Receiver Gadn

Bandwidth
Station Class

Modulation Type

Path Length

Polarization

ANTENNA GAIN

(FREQ)

(PWR)

(Gt)

(JaW)
(STC)

(MOD)

(L)

(POL.)

1710 < FREQ < 1850 MHz

o < PWR < 50 W~tts

10 < G < 37 dBi

10 < G < 37 dBi

500 kHz < BW < 10 MHz
sTc = FX or FXR

MOD = F9

1 < L < 50 Miles

POL = V or H

The antenna gain patterns are based on the CCIR [1978] model as well as
typical antenna patterns as follows

PARALLEL POLARIZED

GAIN (dB!) r::: minimum [G MB ; 38 - 25 log e]

. for e ~ 35

= 0 for 35 < e < 180

C!10ss ...POLARIZED

GAIN' (dBi).- 0
=-10

for
for 15 <

e < 15
e "( 180

The cross polarized pattern, when applicable, is applied to whichever antenna
that maximizes the ,total interference path antenna gains.
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Pnog'rams

File Formatting
Routine

Frequency and
Distance Cull

Detailed

Cil

Calculation

CII Threshold
·Comparison
(EIA Methods)

Interference
List

Frequency Band
Geographic Limits

Path Loss Routine

..... 1>_1 Antenna Pattern Routinel'

Figure A-l. Basic Flow Chart for Interferenee Cull Model
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TABLE A-1

INPUT PARAMETERS FOR FDM/FM
INTERFERENCE HODEL

Frequency Ra.nge
Distanoe Cull
Center Looation

(MHz)
(Miles)
[Latitude and Longitude) t.

Eauipme,nt"", ..,Par,am:eters

Tuned Freque.noy (MHI)
Authori~ed Bandwidth (kHI)
'Modulation' Type (F9)
'Transmitter Power . (Watts)
Tr,ansmitter Latitude and Longitude (deg, min, sec)
Reoeiver Latitude and Lonaitude '(des, min, seo)
Transmitter Antenna Gain (dBi)
Receiver Antenna Gain (dBi)
StationCla.s$ (FX or FIR)
Antenna Polarization (V or H)
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1. TX No ..

2. PWR

3. B-TR

4. G-TX

5. BWT

6. TX MOD

7. TX STC

8. RX No.

9. B-RT

10. G-RX

11. BWR

TABLE A-2

OUTPUT PARAMETERS

A sequential number assigned to each environmental
and proposed transmitter for identification.

Transmitte~ power in watts ..

Transmitter antenna discrimination angle in degrees
(bearing ·from transmitter ·to victim receiver
relative to transmitter boresight)

Gain of interfering transmitter in the direction of
victim receiver in dEli

Authorized bandwidth of interfering transmitter in
kHz

- Modulation type of interfering transmitter

S·tation class for interfering transmitter

Victim receiver identification number

Receiver antenna disorimination angle in degrees
(bearing from receiver to interfering transmitter
relative to receiver boresight.

Gain of victim receiver in the direction·of inter
fering transmitter in dBi

Authorized bandwidth of the desired signal for
'victim receiver in kHz

12" HX MOD Modulation type of desired signal for
receiver

victim

13. HX STC

14. DIST

15. DELF

Station class of desired signal for victim receiver

Distance separation between interfering transmitter
and victim receiver Ln kilometers

Frequency separation between desired and interfer
ing transmitter carriers in MHz

16. CTOI Calculated carrier-to-interference
(Median free space value)

ratio in dB.

17. C50

18. CO 1

Long~term (median or 50 percent) CII protection
criteria, based on EIA Bulletin 10-C, in dB

Short term (.01 percent) C/I protection criteria,
based on EIA Bulletin 10-C, in dB (used only when
subsequent detailed analysis including terrain
dep~ndent propagation loss is used.
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-RECEIVED POWER

Received power, both interfering and desired, is calculated using the
following equation

Pr ::PT -+ Gr(e) + GR(S) - 20 log (D) - 20 log (F) -36.6

CII THRESHOLD VALUES

The ell threshold values are determined based on procedures developed by the
EIA for the following conditions: sideband beat interference, carrier beat
interference, and threshold desensitization. Values for both long term
(50 percent) and short term (.01 percent) criteria are provided. The long term
value is used in the Lnf t.Lal, cull using free space propagation. If the .r-eaul,ts
are supplemented with terrain dependent propagation calculations, both long and
short term values 'should be applied. ShOrt term criteria are chosen to be 10 dB
below carrier and sideband beat long term values. Short term criteria. are not
applicable to t hr-eshoId desens i tiza. t Lon. The fOllowing shows which inte.rference
mode predomi.nates.

where

o = ~F

o < ~F < FM
PM < 6F-< Max BW
Max BW < ~F < 30 MHz

30 MH-z < ~F--

Sideband beat or carrier beat
Carrier beat
Sideband beat or threshold desensitization
Threshold desensitization
None

~F = Frequency separation
FM = maximum modulating frequency in viotim receiver

Max BW = maximum of the authorized frequency of interfering
or desired transmitters

Si4eband beat interference can oocur in cochannel and adjacent ohannel
conditions When the emission sidebands of the desired and interfering signal beat
together in the receiver, resulting in intermodulation products. which fa.ll within
the desired receiver baseband. For oocnannet situations, tabulated data. from
from the EIA are ·used for various combina.tions of modulation types as shown in
Table A-3. Some - extrapolation of the data was neoessary for $p~cific

combinations not cover-ed. Also since ohannel loading information is not
available in the GMF, the parameters given in TABLE A--4 are assumed, based on
reported authorized bandwidth.

For adjacent channel conditions, sideband beat interference is based on
procedures tn Annex B of EIA Bulletin 10-C using the following formula.s:

CII ~ 86.4 + LF(v) ~ 10 log [f (v)-f (v)] - 10 log P

+ 10 199 1 + lO-[Rn ( i ) - Rn(v)J!lO ...Rn(v)

For Fm < 2 f m
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TABLE A-3

Cochannel Sideband Beat Criteria
(1710-1850 MHz)

Desired
Neces sary .
Bandwidth (MHz)

Interfering
Necessary
Bandwidth (MHz)

0.5 - 1.0 66 58 60 54 54 53

1.0 - 2.0 69 61 60 54 54 53

2.0 - 4.0 65 65 62· 54 54 53

4.0 - 6.0 60 64 61 56 54 53

'6.0 - 8.0 58 62 60 60 59 58

8.0 -10.0 58 62 60 58 62 60

Values in Table given in dB.
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TA.BLE A-4

Necessary N;o'. of Max ., Mod, RMS per
Ban<1w,id'tn C~hannels Freq . Cha;nnel De;V' .
0 .5 < BW < 1 MHz ( MIn;) 24 124 kHz 35 kHz- (Max) 48 204 25

1 < BW < 2 (Min;) 48 204 100- fMax ) 9;6 396 50

2 < BW < If (Min )- 120 552 l'40- (Max) 2'J+€)' 020, 1OeO1

4 < BW, ( 6 (Hln, )' 12'€) 552' 200- (Max ) 300 1, 300 1ClO

6 < BW· < '8' (Min ) 30:0- l'300 200- (Max ) 480 2044
"
40

8 < aw, < 10 (Min ) 480 20:44 20:0- ( Ma.x ), 600 2540 l'40
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where

Rn(v) = 20 log [ (F m - f m(v ) ) / f m(v ) ]

For F m > 2 f m(Y)

RD(v) - [12 - 20 log (0' f ( v) L(v ) / f m( v ) ) ] [ (Fm - 2 f m(v ) ) / fm(v) ]

For Fro < (fro(v) + fm(i»

RD(i) = 20 log (of(v)/ f(i» + 20 log [(Fro - fm(v»/fm(i)]

For F m> rrm( v ) + f m( i.) )

~D( L) = 20 log (of(v)/ f(i»

+ [12 - 20'log (of(i)L(i)/fm(i»] [(Fm - (fm(v) + fm(i») fmC i)]

CII" Desired carrier power to undesired carrier power ratio in dB.

Pt' Interference criteria in pWOp. (25 pWOp used in sibeband
criteria)

8f(v), Per channel rms deviation of the victim system in kHz.

of( v) , Per channel rms deviation of the interfering system' in kliz .:

Fm, Minimum frequency difference which can exist between the RF
carrier frequencies of the victim system and the interfering
system in kllz.

LF(v), White noise loading factor for victim system expressed in dB.

L(v), White noise loading factor for the victim 'system expressed as
a voltage ratio.

L(i), White noise loading factor for the interfering
expressed as a voltage ratio.

system

fm(v), Maximum baseband frequency of the victim system in kHz.

fm(i) , Maximum baseband frequency of the interfering system in kHz.
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Carrier beat interference results when the desired and interfering carriers
are slightly off tuned from each other, such that the resulting intermoduletion
beat frequency falls within ,the desired ,reoeiver passband~ The fOllowing
equation 1s used as per Annex C of EIA [19761.~

ell :'87.5 ... 10 log Pi .. 20 log (,~f(v)./Fm)) ... (Burble Factor)

The burble factor refers to the r-educt.Lon in the inte~tering and Victim car-r'Ler
levels as compared to the unmodul.at.ed oarrier. A value ot 5 dB is assumed if
both necessary emissions bandwidths Ire less than or equal to 2 MHz, 10 dB if
both are greater than 2 MHZ, and 7.5·dB it a combination thereof.

Receiver desensitization results trom interfering a1_nels that are separated
from the desired signal by greater than the maximum ba.seband frequency,. but still
within the IF selectiVity of the reoeiver. During fading oonditions of the
desired signal, an inte:rfering slanal of sUffioient leVel can have a
desensitization effeot, whioh efreotively reclu'ces the link fade marlin. A 1 'dB
reduction in fade' margin is Ohosen as the oriteria. the fol;iowinl equation is
used as per Annex D of EIA [1976]~

ell = FM + 10... S

where

FM = link fade margin in dB

= median signal level/practicAl threshOld

S = effective reoeiver selectivity in dB

For purposes of this model, a. fade marlin of 40 dS ·18 assum'ed for a·11 links.,
Links w,ith higher fade marlins will be considered by the model, but may
experience slightly higher .reduotion in fade marlin (1-2 dB) if this ell is not
aChieved.

Short term criteria are not applioable to threshold desensitization. This
follows from the fact that full ladina or the desired slana.l and short terrn
enhancement of .the interfering signal are utloorrelatea shott term events with
negligible probability of sim,ultaneous occuranoe ,

The seleotivity ot the receiver is highly dependent on the $pecific
'manufacturer and~mo411. From the data provided ln AppendiXS, a reasonable bound
on reoeiver selectivltyisgiven by the following:

'-.

S = 0 tor FA< 1•75 MH2;
= 100 log (4'/1.15) ot~erwise

for authorized
bandwidths <. 2 MHz

s = 0
100 log (AF/8)

tor FA<. 8 MHz
otherw11e
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APPENDIX B

This appendix contains parameters represent~tive of equipments used in the
1710-1850 'MHz band.
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FM - 2000 Receiver
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Selectivity Curve: A/A/B/C
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8120& 8130 Receivers
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